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Pro Tools 12.8
Avid
With each new release, every current Pro Tools user’s job really does get a 
whole lot easier! It seems like we just saw 12.6 and now 12.7 comes along 
with more great features. The annual upgrade approach to purchasing Pro 
Tools is changing expectations and raising the bar for audio recording and 
production, one dot at a time - all the while providing workflow-changing 
features at what is proving to be an extremely affordable price!

Pro Tools – 1 Year Perpetual Licenses
Includes Annual Upgrade and Support Plan
00153544 Professional (Card+iLok) ...............................MSRP/MAP $599.00
00147153 Educational (Card+iLok)................................MSRP/MAP $299.00

Pro Tools – 12 Months Upgrades and Support
00145345 Institutional Activation (Card+iLok) ................MSRP/MAP $299.00

Pro Tools – Annual (1 Year) Subscriptions
00146112 Professional (Card+iLok) ...............................MSRP/MAP $299.00
00146113 Student/Teacher (Card+iLok) ..........................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Pro Tools|HD
Software Only (with iLok)
For the first time ever, you now have more ways to get and use Pro Tools|HD. 
Pro Tools|HD software is available as a stand-alone to purchase and own or 
subscribe to annually with this software only edition. For the best perfor-
mance and sound quality, a complete Pro Tools|HD system is also available 
for purchase. The choice is yours!
00216179 Perpetual License .......................................MSRP/MAP $2499.00
00216180 Annual Subscription ......................................MSRP/MAP $999.00
00216181 Upgrade from Pro Tools ...............................MSRP/MAP $1899.00

Reason 9.5 now offers compatibility  
with VST plug-ins
Propellerhead
We’re pleased to inform you that Propellerhead has announced Reason 9.5, a 
free update for Reason 9 owners that introduces VST support - the #1 feature 
request by both Reason and non-Reason owners alike.  Reason 9.5 presents a 
new workflow and creative ways to use VST plugins. This is a big opportunity 
for you to sell Reason to a wider audience and up-sell (audio interfaces, VST 
plug-ins, etc).

Like any DAW, Reason records audio. And, it has a killer tuning plug-in for 
vocals and some of the most amazing virtual instruments and effects. It has 
really had almost everything covered...EXCEPT...Reason hasn’t played well 
other manufacturers’ plug-ins. But now, Reason 9.5 provides a whole new 
world of creative freedom with access to thousands of great VST plug-ins 
including: Komplete, Auto-Tune, EastWest Sounds, Omnisphere, Sylenth 1, 
Nexus, Massive, FM8, Absynth, Reaktor, Gladiator, Serum, Vanguard, and 
many more, including a huge catalog of freeware!

Reason 9.5
00182814 Retail Edition ...............................MSRP $449.00 • MAP $399.00
00182816 Student/Teacher Edition (Single) ..MSRP $349.00 • MAP $299.00
00182815 Upgrade ........................................................MSRP/MAP $129.00
00182818 Upgrade from Essentials, LTD, Adapted .........MSRP/MAP $329.99

Reason Essentials 9
00182817  .....................................................MSRP $129.00 • MAP $69.00
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Mixcraft 8
Recording Studio
Acoustica
Mixcraft 8 is driven by a new, lightning-fast sound engine, featuring advanced 
audio and MIDI routing, native sidechaining, and Audio Control, an innovative 
new feature allowing audio signals to control instrument and effect param-
eters. Comprehensive support has been added for VST3 plug-ins and MP4 
video, both must-have formats in professional studio environments. Mixcraft 
8 is packed with high-end features including live performance panel record-
ing, nested submixes, track grouping, and so much more. We’ve even inte-
grated Melodyne pitch correction directly into Mixcraft 8 Pro Studio’s interface 
for flawless vocal performances.

This “Recording Studio” edition features complete “recording-studio-in-
a-box” with unlimited MIDI and audio tracks, 28 pro audio effects, and 15 
virtual instruments, including the super easy-to-use Alpha and Omni Sampler 
instruments.

BOXED EDITIONS
00214941 Retail Edition ..................................................MSRP/MAP $89.00
00214945 Academic Edition ............................................MSRP/MAP $64.00

Mixcraft Pro Studio 8
Complete Audio Production Suite
Acoustica
Among the new features and enhancements are integrated Melodyne 
pitch-correction technology (Pro Studio exclusive), Omni Sampler 8-output 
version (Pro Studio exclusive), effects sidechaining, mix down to stems, MIDI 
Clock/Sync transmission, mixer delay compensation, performance panel 
recording, VST3 and MP4 support, UI / workflow enhancements to Markers, 
Track View, Mixer, Sound Editor and so much more.

BOXED EDITIONS
00214939 Retail Edition ................................................MSRP/MAP $179.00
00214943 Academic Edition ..........................................MSRP/MAP $129.00
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SONAR Upgrades
Cakewalk
This update 2017.03 for SONAR, Cakewalk’s flagship DAW, now supports wireless, low-latency Bluetooth MIDI and greatly enhances MIDI functionality by 
modernizing the Piano Roll View, Track Pane, and Controller Pane to take advantage of the expressiveness and playability of today’s modern virtual instruments.

Starting May 1, 2017, customers who want to upgrade their copy of SONAR to a more advanced edition simply pay the difference in the current price. These are 
all available via the Virtual Music Software Vault Dealer program.

Sonar Platinum Upgrades
Complete Studio Software for Audio and Music 
Production

Cakewalk

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS
00238755  Sonar Professional ............MSRP/MAP 

$299.00
00238754 Sonar Artist .........MSRP/MAP $399.00
00238753  Sonar/Home Studio ...........MSRP/MAP 

$449.00

Sonar Professional Upgrades
Advanced Recording and Mixing Software 
for Music Production
Cakewalk

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS
00238757 Sonar Artist ...........MSRP/MAP $99.00
00238756  Sonar Home Studio ...........MSRP/MAP 

$149.00

Sonar Artist Upgrade from 
Sonar Home Studio
Recording Software for Songwriters & 
Musicians
Cakewalk
00238758  Downloadable Edition .......MSRP/MAP 

$49.00

MUSic notation SoftwaRe

Guitar Pro 7
Tablature Editor Software
Arobas Music
Guitar Pro 7 is a major upgrade of the world’s most popular tablature and sheet music editor for guitar-
ists. The enhancements will make Guitar Pro smarter and more helpful than ever. This new version is 
available for Windows and Mac operating systems. The enhanced editing features include the possibility 
of displaying all of the instrumental tracks as guitar tablature, the addition of new music-notation sym-
bols, and improved management of file-importing and exporting. The graphical user interface and audio 
mastering have been re-designed for ever greater intuitiveness and ease-of-use.
00214948  ................................................................................................ MSRP $75.00 • MAP $70.00
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HALion 6
Steinberg Software
HALion is the most comprehensive virtual sam-
pling and sound design system available today 
and excels the present creative process for 
producers and sound designers in all areas. It 
covers the complete creative workflow from 
recording and sample editing to programming 
advanced synthesis and modulation setups. With 
HALion, create customized user interfaces and 
export ready-to-release instrument libraries with 
every step streamlined to the greatest extent. The 
powerful set of oscillators for seamless sample 
playback as well as the next-generation synthesis 
make HALion a versatile creative tool in simply 
every situation. Its broad library includes thou-
sands of high-class and deep-sampled instru-
ments and cutting-edge synthesizer sounds for 
all kinds of musical genres.
00238748  Professional Edition ....MSRP $449.99  

• MAP $349.99
00238749  Academic Edition ........MSRP $449.99  

• MAP $209.99

HALion Sonic 3 
Premier VST Workstation
Steinberg Software
HALion Sonic brings the concept of all-in-one 
workstations to the virtual world. With a massive 
sample content library in combination with 
powerful synthesizer engines, HALion Sonic is a 
versatile sound production instrument com-
prising everything from deep-sampled acoustic 
instruments to cutting edge synthetic sounds. 
Equipped with an easy-to-use interface, intuitive 
workflows and an extremely stable audio engine, 
HALion Sonic lets you focus on being creative. 
Developed for the studio as well as the stage, 
its pristine audio quality, the excellent content 
library and the wide range of high end effects 
make HALion Sonic the ultimate creative tool for 
musicians, producers and composers worldwide.
00238750  Retail Edition ..............MSRP $329.99  

• MAP $249.99
00238751  Academic Edition ........MSRP $329.99  

• MAP $149.99

Absolute 3
VST Instrument Collection
Steinberg Software
With over 6,000 presets and over 80 GB of first-
class sounds, advanced VST technology and 
state-of-the-art sound design, Absolute presents 
the top range of Steinberg’s highly acclaimed VST 
instruments in one comprehensive collection.

Absolute includes excellent acoustic instruments 
like The Grand and HALion Symphonic Orchestra, 
the ultimate drum studio Groove Agent, the gran-
ular synthesizer Padshop Pro, the classic virtu-
al analog synthesizer Retrologue, the powerful 
music production workstation HALion Sonic and 
the heavyweight sound creation system HALion. 
Dark Planet, Hypnotic Danceand Triebwerk add 
even more samples and presets to the massive 
arsenal of sounds. Absolute combines exceptional 
quality and premium value at a fantastic price.
00238752  .........MSRP $599.99 • MAP $499.99
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Band-in-a-Box 2017
PG Music Inc.
PG Music announces the release of Band-in-a-Box 2017 for Windows, with over 80 new features! This latest 
features included in this edition includes:

•  The main screen GUI has been redesigned with many requested improvements, including a new, smaller foot-
print, configurable toolbars, and more

•  RealTracks sound better than ever with improved stretching and transposition quality (Elastique 3), better 
phrase transitions, and Natural Arrangements

•  New “Woodshedding” RealTracks have been added, called 12-Key Guitar RealTracks from Brent Mason played 
in 12 keys with Hi-Q Tab/Notation which is ideal for studying and learning

•  RealDrums enhancements including Half/Double/Triple time, Multiple Drum/Percussion/Loops on one drum 
track, and more

• A dedicated Song Titles Browser with metadata info on over 8,000 popular songs

• UserTracks enhancements include Half/Double/Triple time, rests, 3/4 waltz support, and more

•  New VST Synthesizer (sforzando SFZ Synth) with support for the popular .SFZ sound format, as well as PG 
Music’s Hi-Q sounds

00242595 Pro Edition for Mac ............................................................................................................... $129.00
00214970 Pro Edition for Windows ........................................................................................................ $129.00

fRee Video tUtoRiaLS to tRain YoU & YoUR cRew!

Hal Leonard Tech – YouTube Channel
Hal Leonard has produced dozens of short 5-7 minute videos that teach you 
how to present and sell the best in technology.

Tech Talk Training Videos
Hal Leonard continues to produce Tech Talk Training videos. These videos are 
produced to specifically provide talking points and sales strategies. We’re 
always looking for new ways to help support sales so please let us know if 
you have an idea for a new topic. A complete list of Tech Talk Training titles 
can be found in the “Resources” tab of the Hal Leonard Dealer Access website 
at https://dealers.halleonard.com/digitalResources.jsp

Scan this QR code to go to the Hal Leonard Tech 
YouTube channel.

Tech@School Videos
Do you sell to schools? Check out our first videos on school recording from 
our new Tech@School series.

Groove 3
Free 30-day trial passes (HL90011904) are great closing tools to help make 
insure your customers get answers to questions once they go home. Also get 
tips and techniques to make the most out of their gear. Saves you time and 
money. And it’s FREE. Ask your sales rep for details!
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Control Remote
Remote Control for Elements via 
USB Cable
Apogee
Element Control is Apogee’s software 
control application for Mac. Access 
all I/O controls and settings for your 
Element hardware. With Element 
Control’s Essentials window, you’ll see 
just the hardware settings you need in 
a form that requires minimal screen 
space. Move the Essentials window 
under, over or to the side of your DAW 
window for lightning access and total 
control. Your workflow will be unin-
terrupted as you keep your focus on 
the computer screen. Element Control 

Mobile for iOS provides you with wireless control of the hardware settings 
included in the Element Essentials Window. Use the app to select your input 
type, adjust input/output levels, configure up to 3 different low-latency mixers 
and more. You can also use the arrow keys on your keyboard to quickly select 
any input or output and adjust the level. Download the iOS App for free on your 
iPad, iPhone or iPod touch.
00214947  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $195.00

THE CONTROL REMOTE WORKS WITH:

Element 24
10 In x 12 Out Thunderbolt Audio I/O Box for Mac
00201961  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $595.00

Element 46
12 In x 14 Out Thunderbolt Audio I/O Box for Mac
00201962  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $895.00

Element 88
16 In x 16 Out Thunderbolt Audio I/O Box for Mac
00201963  ..................................................................MSRP/MAP $1495.00

Attn: Window users, Apogee will be releasing Window drivers for the One, 
Duet and Quartet interfaces by September 1. PC users can finally get the 
Apogee quality on their recordings. 

AudioBox USB 96
2.2 USB 2.0 Recording System
PreSonus
Whether you are a musician, producer, or podcaster on a tight budget, the 
AudioBox USB 96 is for you! This simple, handy little recording interface has 
just the right features for basic recording needs, allowing you to plug in and 
start recording up to 24-bit, 96 kHz audio right away. Bus-powered and built 
to travel, the AudioBox USB 96 makes recording easy.

The two front-panel combo mic/instrument inputs make it ideal for singer/
songwriters, podcasters, and guitar or guitar-bass collaborations. Simply con-
nect a couple of mics and you have an easy-to-use stereo recording system. 
A mix control lets you control the level between the input signal and computer 
playback, without hearing annoying delays. You also get a pair of balanced 
line-level outputs, an ultra-loud, crystal-clear headphone out, plus MIDI I/O, so 
you can connect your favorite synth or MIDI controller. The result is a simple, 
affordable, mobile recording solution.
00237319  .....................................................MSRP $129.95 • MAP $99.95

Quantum
26 x 32 Thunderbolt™ 2 Audio Interface/Studio Command Center
PreSonus
Taking full advantage of the high-speed Thunderbolt 2 bus and ADAT Optical 
I/O, the PreSonus Quantum audio/MIDI interface delivers up to 26 inputs and 
32 outputs, with extremely low latency. Boasting superb audio quality; 24-bit, 
192 kHz recording and playback; recallable XMAX microphone preamps; and 
the ability to expand your system as your needs grow, it’s a great choice 
for a wide variety of professional and semi-pro producers and electronic 
musicians.

Every design decision during Quantum’s engineering was made with one 
goal in mind: speed. Quantum sports high-speed Thunderbolt 2 connectivity 
and a no-frills, direct-to-daw architecture, with no DSP. The result is our 
leanest, fastest, lowest-latency interface to date. Cutting-edge 24-bit, 192 
kHz converters with 120 dB of dynamic range and a surprising amount of 
expandability and software control options round out the package.

The Quantum offers two combo mic/line/instrument inputs and six combo 
mic/line inputs, each with a digitally-controlled XMAX preamp and individual 
+48V phantom power. You also get two 1/4” TRS main outputs, eight 1/4” TRS 
aux outputs, and two independent headphone outs with dedicated volume 
controls. But that’s just the start. With ADAT Optical I/O and S/PDIF stereo 
digital I/O, you can have up to 18 digital inputs and outputs. And if you need 
even more I/O channels, you can stack up to four Quantum interfaces via 
Thunderbolt to create a monster system with up to 96 in and out. BNC word 
clock I/O ensures your Quantum and other digital audio devices operate in 
tight sync. And of course you get MIDI I/O, too.
00237320  .................................................MSRP $1299.95 • MAP $999.95
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AudioBox USB 96
2.2 USB 2.0 Recording System
PreSonus
Whether you are a musician, producer, or podcaster on a tight budget, the 
AudioBox USB 96 is for you! This simple, handy little recording interface has 
just the right features for basic recording needs, allowing you to plug in and 
start recording up to 24-bit, 96 kHz audio right away. Bus-powered and built 
to travel, the AudioBox USB 96 makes recording easy.

The two front-panel combo mic/instrument inputs make it ideal for singer/
songwriters, podcasters, and guitar or guitar-bass collaborations. Simply con-
nect a couple of mics and you have an easy-to-use stereo recording system. 
A mix control lets you control the level between the input signal and computer 
playback, without hearing annoying delays. You also get a pair of balanced 
line-level outputs, an ultra-loud, crystal-clear headphone out, plus MIDI I/O, so 
you can connect your favorite synth or MIDI controller. The result is a simple, 
affordable, mobile recording solution.
00237319  .....................................................MSRP $129.95 • MAP $99.95

Quantum
26 x 32 Thunderbolt™ 2 Audio Interface/Studio Command Center
PreSonus
Taking full advantage of the high-speed Thunderbolt 2 bus and ADAT Optical 
I/O, the PreSonus Quantum audio/MIDI interface delivers up to 26 inputs and 
32 outputs, with extremely low latency. Boasting superb audio quality; 24-bit, 
192 kHz recording and playback; recallable XMAX microphone preamps; and 
the ability to expand your system as your needs grow, it’s a great choice 
for a wide variety of professional and semi-pro producers and electronic 
musicians.

Every design decision during Quantum’s engineering was made with one 
goal in mind: speed. Quantum sports high-speed Thunderbolt 2 connectivity 
and a no-frills, direct-to-daw architecture, with no DSP. The result is our 
leanest, fastest, lowest-latency interface to date. Cutting-edge 24-bit, 192 
kHz converters with 120 dB of dynamic range and a surprising amount of 
expandability and software control options round out the package.

The Quantum offers two combo mic/line/instrument inputs and six combo 
mic/line inputs, each with a digitally-controlled XMAX preamp and individual 
+48V phantom power. You also get two 1/4” TRS main outputs, eight 1/4” TRS 
aux outputs, and two independent headphone outs with dedicated volume 
controls. But that’s just the start. With ADAT Optical I/O and S/PDIF stereo 
digital I/O, you can have up to 18 digital inputs and outputs. And if you need 
even more I/O channels, you can stack up to four Quantum interfaces via 
Thunderbolt to create a monster system with up to 96 in and out. BNC word 
clock I/O ensures your Quantum and other digital audio devices operate in 
tight sync. And of course you get MIDI I/O, too.
00237320  .................................................MSRP $1299.95 • MAP $999.95

Studio 26
USB Audio Interface with 2 XMAX-L Preamps
PreSonus
Great for podcasters, live streaming, DJs, and musicians on the road or in 
the studio, the Studio 26 2x4 USB 2.0 bus-powered audio/MIDI interface 
can record up to 24-bit, 192 kHz audio. Equipped with PreSonus XMAX-L 
solid-state preamps and high-end converters, it delivers professional quality 
audio in a rugged, compact enclosure, allowing you to create your next hit in 
your studio or on the go. A complete, all-in-one recording solution, the Studio 
26 comes with PreSonus’ award-winning Studio One Artist DAW software for 
Mac and Windows.

Audiophile-grade digital converters, ultra-low-jitter clocking, and XMAX-L 
solid-state preamps add up to a superior recording and listening experience. 
The Studio 26 operates at up to 192 kHz for ultra-high-definition mixing and 
recording. High-quality converters on every input and output provide 115 
dB of dynamic range to capture complex musical harmonics smoothly and 
naturally with no audible distortion.

The Studio 26 is a great choice for podcasters, singer/songwriters, or a couple 
of guitarists who want to collaborate or jam. Use it for recording sermons 
and teaching music, too! A Cue Mix A/B function lets you toggle between two 
mixes while monitoring through headphones – perfect for DJs and to listen in 
on a performer’s monitor mix.
00237317  ...................................................MSRP $259.95 • MAP $199.95

Studio 68
USB Audio Interface with 2 XMAX Preamps
PreSonus
An excellent choice for producers and musicians working in small studios, the 
Studio 68 provides the right I/O and features for recording and performing. 
Equipped with four of our famous XMAX Class A preamps, high-end convert-
ers, and cue mix monitoring with an ear-bleedingly loud headphone amp, it 
delivers professional quality audio and the connections you need to create 
your next hit and play it at your next gig with 24-bit, 192 kHz resolution. A 
complete, all-in-one recording solution, the Studio 68 comes with PreSonus’ 
award-winning Studio One Artist DAW software for Mac and Windows.

Audiophile-grade digital converters, low-jitter clocking, and our famous XMAX 
preamps add up to a superior recording and listening experience. The Studio 
68 operates at up to 192 kHz for ultra-high-definition mixing and recording. 
High-quality converters on every input and output provide 115 dB of dynamic 
range to capture complex musical harmonics smoothly and naturally with no 
audible distortion. XMAX Class A microphone preamps deliver incredibly high 
headroom, deep lows, smooth highs, and a rich overall sound so you’ll hear 
every breath, transient, and detail in your recordings, making it ideal for both 
vocal production and sampling.

The Studio 68 is a great choice for small studios and has all the right stuff 
for teaching music, too! A Cue Mix A/B function lets you toggle between two 
mixes while monitoring through headphones – perfect for both DJ-ing live 
and listening in on a performer’s monitor mix. Six LED meters indicate input 
and output levels.
00237318  ...................................................MSRP $389.95 • MAP $299.95
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iConnect Audio 
2/4
iConnectivity
ConnectAUDIO2/4 is the porta-
ble interface you’ve been wait-
ing for – built to take every-
thing you can throw at it. 

Features include:
• Solid construction
• Touch-sensitive front panel lets you control every parameter (no 

software needed)
• 2 Ultra-low noise combi mic/line/instrument inputs for studio-qual-

ity recording
• 2 independent stereo outputs let you monitor one track in head-

phones while playing back another over the main outs – great for 
DJs!

• Built-in MIDI In and Out connections
• Complete “studio-in-a-box” solution – with Ableton Live Lite and a 

ton of content to get you up and making music instantly
00214962  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $149.99

iConnect spinXLR
Turntable Pre-amp Phan-
tom-Powered Interface
iConnectivity
The spinXLR is the missing link 
between the turntable and the 
studio. 

Features include:
• Record, sample, or just listen – integrating a turntable into your 

studio has never been easier. Just plug in and go!
• Balanced XLR outputs deliver unmatched fidelity, even with long 

cable runs.
• Phantom powered – takes power directly from your mixer or 

audio interface via the XLR jacks! No extra cables or power supply 
required.

• Built-in standard RIAA equalization curve for accurate phono out-
put.

• Easily sample or convert your vinyl with full professional quality.
• Simple and self-contained – this box is all you need.

00214963  .......................................................MSRP $69.99 • MAP $59.99

contRoL SURfaceS

FaderPort 8
8-Channel Mix Production Controller
PreSonus
The FaderPort 8 features eight 100 mm motorized, touch-sensitive faders; 
digital scribble strip displays; and a unique Session Navigator to make mixing 
and controlling your favorite DAW application quick and easy. The FaderPort 
8 is compatible with virtually any DAW host for Mac OS X or Windows, with 
support for HUI and Mackie Control and native control of Studio One, including 
Control Link support as well as parameter follow, allowing you quick access to 
any control under your mouse. Its ergonomic design makes it a comfortable 
companion to your keyboard and mouse.
00211531  ...................................................MSRP $599.95 • MAP $499.95

USB/Midi keYBoaRd contRoLLeRS
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V25
25-Key USB MIDI Controller
Alesis
Loaded with full-sized, synth-action keys, the V25 USB MIDI keyboard 
controller is perfect for using with virtual instruments, plug-ins, and other 
applications. You get the feel of large keys with a square front in a compact 
controller. Eight backlit, velocity- and pressure-sensitive LED pads let you 
tap out rhythms, trigger loops, and play synthesizers. A quartet of assignable 
knobs and buttons give you the power to map almost any function of your 
plug-ins to a tactile controller. Add that to the pitch and mod wheel, and you 
have a controller that’s ready to take charge of your software. A single USB 
cable sends MIDI data and provides power to your keyboard. It also includes 
Ableton Live Lite 9 and a Software Preset/Parameter utility.
00128807  .....................................................MSRP $179.00 • MAP $89.99

Hammer 88
88-Key Hammer-Action USB/MIDI Keyboard Controller
M-Audio
Introducing Hammer 88, a premium, no-compromise keyboard controller, 
ideal for professional, semi-pro players or students seeking the realistic grand 
piano feel to use with virtual instruments or sound modules. At the heart of 
Hammer 88 are 88 velocity-sensitive, fully-weighted hammer-action keys 
that are guaranteed to faithfully capture every subtle nuance of your perfor-
mance, while providing the unmatched response of a traditional grand piano – 
classic feel fused with the unrivalled sonic capabilities of virtual instruments. 
It’s the perfect combination for performers and producers to experience their 
plugin collection like never before.
00243946  ...................................................MSRP $699.00 • MAP $399.00

iRig Keys I/O 25
Keyboard Controllers for Mac, PC and iOS
IK Multimedia
Combine the ultra-compact professional audio/MIDI interface technology from 
the iRig Pro I/O with the highly portable universal MIDI controller of iRig Keys 
for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, Mac/PC or Android. 25-key and 49-key models 
available.

iRig Keys I/O 25
25-Key Keyboard 
Controller
00214966  ......MSRP/MAP 

$199.99

iRig Keys  
I/O 49
49-Key Keyboard 
Controller
00214965  MSRP/MAP 

$299.99

Code 49 & 61
Black MIDI Controller Keyboard
M-Audio
M-Audio presents its Code Series keyboard controllers, a family of three 
full-featured models, combining all of the production power and performance 
you need to get the most from your music software and MIDI gear. The Code 
Series offers several thoughtful design touches that enable you to create and 
perform your best. A keyboard should not be an obstacle standing in the way 
of creativity. Instead, it should function as a direct extension of your thoughts 
ensuring that you convey musical ideas with immediacy, precision and clarity.

Code 49
00236746  MSRP $449.00 
• MAP $299.00

Code 61
00236723  MSRP $499.00 
• MAP $349.00
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iLoud Micro Monitor
IK Multimedia
iLoud Micro Monitor is a full-featured ultra-compact stereo reference moni-
toring system. It’s a pair of portable studio monitors with a professional-qual-
ity bi-amplified design that provides a true and accurate sound with a true 
linear frequency response. iLoud Micro Monitor is powered by four ultra effi-
cient class D power amps that deliver a combined 50W RMS of power. Each 
offer extreme clarity and superior bass response via two 3/4" tweeters and 
two 3" woofers. These features are augmented by an on-board 56-bit DSP 
processor. It gives you total control of the monitor’s performance, allowing for 
stunningly accurate and detailed sound for mixing in small spaces without the 
typical compromises of small monitors.

iLoud Micro Monitor can be adjusted to suit different playback situations 
thanks to its two positionable angles of inclination and three dedicated EQ 
switches: bass, treble and a “free field”/”desktop” compensation switch. 
These switches let you optimize its sound for your listening environment. It 
also comes with a full range of source options that includes Bluetooth stream-
ing as well as RCA and 1/8" inputs. iLoud Micro Monitor is perfect for mixing, 
mastering, composing, producing, critically listening and more in a wide 
variety of situations both while traveling and while at home or in the studio.
00158578  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $299.95

iLoud Padded Travel Bag
IK Multimedia
To protect your iLoud when you’re carrying it around, you can order the iLoud 
Travel Bag. This durable, 100% polyester case features a stitched-in iLoud 
logo, adjustable straps and a zippered pouch for cables and other small items.
00190257  ........................................................................................ $39.99

Elevate 3 MKII
Powered Desktop Studio Speakers
Alesis
Alesis Elevate 3 studio speakers deliver full-range sound with impressive 
clarity and warmth to all your mixes, masters and multimedia content. Elevate 
3 speakers bring out every detail of the sound, unencumbered and crystal 
clear. Unlike conventional speakers that use vibration-prone plastic cabinets, 
the Elevate 3’s dense wood cabinets suppress clarity-robbing resonances, 
resulting in clearer sound and stronger bass. Elevate 3 studio speakers 
contain powerful, three-inch woofers and crisp-sounding one-inch silk-dome 
tweeters that deliver full lows, clean highs and a precise stereo image. The 
internal amplifier is custom-designed and equalized to work perfectly with the 
Elevate 3’s drivers, for impressive impact and output capability. For ease of 
operation, the Elevate 3’s on/off/volume knob is conveniently located on the 
front panel of the right speaker. Packaged in stereo-matched sets, Elevate 3 
studio speakers give you everything you need, all in one box.
00241101  .....................................................MSRP $199.00 • MAP $99.00

Elevate 5 MKII
Powered Desktop Studio Speakers
Alesis
Alesis Elevate 5 studio speakers enable you to listen to mixes, masters and 
multimedia content with impressive clarity and warm, full sound. Elevate 5 
speakers bring out every detail of your sound, unencumbered and crystal 
clear. Their custom wooden cabinets have a dense construction that provides 
natural bass. Elevate 5 studio speakers contain powerful, five-inch woofers, 
crisp, one-inch silk-dome tweeters and dedicated power. Alesis engineers 
carefully selected and tuned these crucial components to work in concert as 
a single unit within the custom wood cabinet to deliver full lows, clean highs 
and a detailed compelling stereo image. Unlike passive speakers, Elevate 5 
speakers have a volume knob built right in to the front panel for easy control. 
Packaged in stereo-matched sets, Elevate 5 studio speakers give you every-
thing you need, all in one box.
00241102  ...................................................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $149.00
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BX D3 Series
Powered Studio Reference Monitors
M-Audio
A studio monitor is no ordinary loudspeaker. Unlike a conventional speaker, a true monitor must be unerringly accurate, with a flat frequency response and 
vanishingly low distortion. It has to tell you, the music producer – dependably and unquestionably – exactly what is or is not in your recording. In a studio-grade 
monitor speaker, there is no place for the usual list of speaker colorations and limitations prevalent in conventional loudspeakers. Response peaks/dips, uneven 
polar response, high THD, nasal midrange, bloated mid-bass, and crossover-induced phase incoherence do nothing but undermine the confidence demanded 
for superior mix performance.

BX5 D3
Features include:

• Bi-amplified design with 100 watts (60 LF, 40 HF) provides cleanest sound available

• 5" Kevlar® woofer with damped rubber surround produces accurate, powerful sound

• 1" natural silk dome tweeter delivers the most nuanced high-frequency details
00243945  .................................................................................................................................................................................. MSRP $249.00 • MAP $149.00

BX8 D3
Features include:

• Bi-amplified design with 150 watts (80 LF, 70 HF) for powerful, accurate sound

• 8" Kevlar low-frequency driver with high-temp voice coil and damped rubber surround

• 1.25" natural silk dome tweeter delivers superb transient details
00243944  .................................................................................................................................................................................. MSRP $349.00 • MAP $249.00
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in-eaR MonitoRS
ER4® Earphones
Etymotic
Over 30 years ago, Etymotic invented 
noise-isolating, in-ear earphones. Etymotic’s 
original design, developed for auditory 
research and hearing testing, used balanced 
– armature receivers and established these 
speakers as the gold standard for high-defi-
nition, in-ear earphones. ER4 earphones 
were the first high-fidelity, noise isolating 
in-ear earphones to use this technology in 
a consumer earphone, and are recognized 
as the world leader for response accuracy 
to which all other earphones are compared.

ER4® SR
Studio Reference Earphones (flat response)
00214953  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $349.00

ER4® XR
Extended Reference Earphones (slight bass boost)
00214954  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $349.00

UE 900
Ultimate Ears 900 Noise-Isolating Earphones
Logitech
00124048  ...................................................MSRP $399.00 • MAP $279.00

Sound Tap
Ultimate Ears 
Personal 
Monitoring System
Logitech
Turn any stage mix 
into a headphone mix 
when you start using 
in-ear monitors now 
with the Sound Tap 
personal monitoring 
system. Sound Tap 
works with any stage 
setup. If sits between 
any mixing board or 
speaker. You can sup-
port both line level 

and speaker level inputs. It’s as easy as: Tap (walk up to any stage or studio 
and tap into any audio source); Plug (sits in the signal path without affecting 
anything or anyone); and Play (adjust input level, volume & go).

Features include:
• Spike protection and active impedance matching
• 20 Hz - 20 kHz frequency response
• ~30 hours of battery life on a pair of 9V batteries
• 1/8" stereo headphone jack, 1/4" Combo XLR

00242597  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $249.00

HeadpHoneS

New price!

HeadpHone aMpS
QH4
4-Channel Headphone Amplifier
Samson Audio
The QH4 is a 4-channel headphone amplifier designed to distribute your audio to up to four individual 
headphones, each with its own volume control. Its compact design is perfect for use with any studio or 
desktop workstation, as well as with your laptop or smartphone when you’re recording on the go. The 
QH4 features two balanced 1/4” inputs to connect with your mixer or recording interface, as well as a 
stereo 1/8” Aux input that’s perfect for playing music via your smartphone or another line level device. 
The four independent high-power amplifier channels deliver clean, crisp audio to up to four sets of head-
phones. Engineered with an ultra-low noise floor and wide dynamic range, the QH4 is a tremendous value 
compared to other headphone amplifiers on the market.
00214870  ............................................................................................... MSRP $114.99 • MAP $69.99
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Ultra Isolation Headphones
Model KTUI26
KAT Percussion
Enjoy your own private musical space and block out unwanted external noise 
with KAT’s new KTUI26 Ultra Isolation Headphones. Designed especially for all 
musicians needing superior noise isolation for critical listening. The KTUI26’s 
wide dynamic range and superior noise cancelling capabilities make it the 
ideal choice for private practicing and studio recording sessions.

KAT Ultra Isolation Headphones make practicing acoustic drums sound like a 
studio mix. They are great for long studio sessions, because they all but elim-
inate ear fatigue and are perfect for recording or tracking with minimal bleed.
00775657  .....................................................MSRP $116.99 • MAP $69.99

 

Also available:
Lola
Sealed Over-Ear High Fidelity Headphones
Blue Microphones
00154866 Black Model ..................................................MSRP/MAP $249.99
00154867 White Model .................................................MSRP/MAP $249.99

Sadie
Premium Headphones 
with Built-In Amp
Blue Microphones
Nowadays, you probably lis-
ten to more music on your 
laptop and phone than any-
where else. Ironically, those 
devices have weak, noisy 
audio outputs that really 
aren’t made for music. That 
inspired us to reimagine 
the modern headphone and 
design it around a built-in 
audiophile amplifier, which 
delivers dynamic, detailed 
and clear sound – no mat-
ter what you’re plugged 
into. Sadie is the evolution 
of the ultimate listening 
experience first pioneered 
by Blue’s groundbreaking 

Mo-Fi powered headphones. By further refining Blue’s revolutionary fit and 
sonic soundstage, Sadie delivers even higher levels of performance to reveal 
new details in your favorite music. The result is a headphone that makes 
every device sound like a big home hi-fi system. You won’t believe how much 
music you’ve been missing.
00233516  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $399.99

Ella
Planar Magnetic Headphones 
with Built-In Audiophile Amp
Blue Microphones
Ella has accomplished the impos-
sible – a masterful blend of detail, 
impact and transparency that will 
change the way you hear music.
Combining detailed planar mag-
netic drivers with the impact of 
dynamic technology, Ella max-
imizes the potential of your 
source material – from audiophile 
re-masters to 180-gram vinyl to 
music on your phone. Ella lever-
ages our relentless pursuit of 
exceptional soundto deliver the 
most inspiring listening experi-
ence possible.
00233539  ..MSRP/MAP $699.99
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Baby Bottle SL
Blue Microphones
The Baby Bottle’s unique sonic signature has a 
rich and present midrange response, a smooth 
top-end and neutral bottom-end creating an 
extremely present classic and contemporary 
sound. It is an ideal choice for recording vocals, 
room mixing for drums, electric guitar amps, and 
difficult brass instrument sources like saxophones 
and horns. With a unique proprietary circuit 
polarizing the capsule film at 100 volts, the Baby 
Bottle yields large output, creating the quietest 
microphone in its class. Includes wooden case, 
pop filter, and shock mount.
00214949  ..........................MSRP/MAP $399.00

Bluebird SL
Blue Microphones
In a departure from its normally application-spe-
cific designs, Blue engineered the Bluebird to be 
as versatile as possible. Designed for applications 
ranging from vocals and electric and acoustic gui-
tars, to close-miking of drums, drum overheads, 
percussion, piano, horns, and strings, virtually 
any application is enhanced by the Bluebird’s 
crystal-clear sound. In addition to the microphone 
itself, the Bluebird includes a specially designed 
shockmount and metal mesh pop filter. No matter 
your sound, the complete Bluebird package offers 
today’s musician an astounding recording experi-
ence – all in one nest! Includes wooden case, pop 
filter, and shock mount.
00214950  ..........................MSRP/MAP $299.00

Spark SL
Blue Microphones
Blue’s newest professional mic, Spark, is a cardi-
oid, solid-state condenser microphone designed 
to help you achieve professional quality record-
ings in any creative environment. Spark fea-
tures a custom-designed condenser capsule with 
Class-A discrete electronics resulting in superbly 
detailed and uncolored output, making it the ideal 
microphone for recording vocals, drums, guitars, 
pianos, brass, woodwinds, and just about any-
thing else you can light a fire under. A new feature 
found only on the Spark microphone is the unique 
Focus Control, providing two different usage 
modes at the push of a button: the Normal mode 
(out position) providing increased low frequency 
sensitivity for recordings with great impact and 
definition, along with the Focus mode, (in position) 
for even greater clarity and detail. 
00214951  ..........................MSRP/MAP $199.00
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CR20
Versatile Condenser Microphone
MXL
Experience the versatility of two microphones in 
one with the MXL CR20 Condenser Microphone. 
The CR20’s fixed cardioid pickup is optimized for 
recording vocals and instruments with a top-qual-
ity gold-sputtered diaphragm and an innovative 
tube emulation switch.

The CR20 offers unmatched flexibility and per-
formance for multi-track vocal and instrumental 
studio recordings. At the flip of a switch, the sonic 
characteristics of the MXL CR20 instantly change 
from crisp and clear with detailed high-end to 
warm and balanced with a rich bottom-end, 
similar to the buttery tone of vintage tube micro-
phones.

In a sleek black and chrome finish, the CR20 adds 
class and style to any studio without sacrificing 
durability or function. Two layers of alloy mesh 
shield the sensitive condenser capsule from 
moisture and vocal plosives.

The MXL CR20 includes a standard hard-mount 
mic stand adapter and microfiber cleaning cloth, 
and is carefully packed in impact-resistant foam, 
housed in a rugged hard-plastic case.
00214968  .........MSRP $199.95 • MAP $149.95

DX-2
Variable Dynamic Instrument Microphone
MXL
The new MXL DX-2® Variable Dynamic Instrument 
Microphone allows limitless customization of 
tone and pickup with innovative design for opti-
mal microphone performance and placement. It 
is flat-faced for side address pickup while the 
crossfade knob allows blending between two 
distinctly different capsules with complimentary 
characteristics. The slotted semi-open back lets 
Capsule 1’s super cardioid large capsule pick up 
ambient and naturalistic room tone; Capsule 2’s 
cardioid small capsule offers complete rejection 
of monitor and stage volume. Its design also 
allows for optimal placement directly on guitar 
cabinets with a higher SPL tolerance for horns 
and drums. Sturdy all-metal body construction 
for enhanced durability to withstand extend-
ed on-stage use and internal MOGAMI® wiring 
for unmatched clarity. This unique body style 
represents a step forward for MXL microphone 
designs and will set the standard for future MXL 
innovation.
00191990  .........MSRP $219.95 • MAP $149.95

USB  
MicRopHoneS

AC-404
USB-Powered Microphone
MXL
Part of the ProCon series, the AC-404 USB is a 
high quality capsule microphone that dramati-
cally improves voice quality on conference calls. 
Ideal for people who rely on free or subscription 
internet conferencing services such as Skype, the 
AC-404 conference mic uses boundary micro-
phone technology and built-in custom circuitry to 
produce smooth, quiet, and professional sounding 
conferences, no matter where you are.
00222702  ............................................$129.95
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Microphone Boom Arms
Samson Audio
These microphone boom arms are the perfect microphone accessories for any radio, podcast 
or home studio setup. The articulating design of the MBA28 and MBA38 provides a maximum 
horizontal/vertical arm reach of 28" and 38" respectively, giving users convenient flexibility with 
their mic placement. Both models also feature internal springs that allow for silent and effortless 
positioning, which is ideal while recording or during live broadcasts.

With two mounting options included with each, the MBA28 and MBA38 can be temporarily 
attached to a table or desk with the C-clamp mount, or more permanently fixed to a surface with 
the flange mount. In combination with durable steel construction, both mic boom arms offer 58"-
27 mic clip threading that can accommodate any mic weighing up to five pounds.

MBA28
28" Microphone Boom Arm
00242905  ......................................................................................MSRP $124.99 • SSP $49.99

MBA38
38" Microphone Boom Arm
00242906  ......................................................................................MSRP $174.99 • SSP $69.99

LiVe MicRopHoneS

Q4 Dynamic Handheld Mic
Samson Audio
The Q4 microphone is built with a gold-plated XLR 
connector and has a frequency response of 50 Hz 
to 15 kHz. The neodymium dynamic mic element 
delivers a wide dynamic range and the multi-ax-
is, shock-mounted capsule minimizes handling 
noise. Additionally, the rugged die-cast body, and 
hardened steel grill provides reliable performance 
even in the most demanding environments.
00238449  .............MSRP $37.49 • MAP $29.99

Q7x
Professional Dynamic Vocal Microphone
Samson Audio
This workhorse of a microphone provides excep-
tional sound reproduction for live and studio vocal 
and instrument performances. This mic accurate-
ly captures a wide dynamic range with tailored 
mid-range presence. Its supercardioid pickup 
pattern provides maximum gain before feedback, 
while an updated body design and multi-axis 
capsule shockmount minimize handling noise.
00242598  .............MSRP $99.99 • MAP $79.99

Q8x
Professional Dynamic Vocal Microphone
Samson Audio
This mic provides the ultimate in sound repro-
duction for live and studio vocal and instrument 
performances. This high output mic faithfully 
captures a wide dynamic range with exceptional 
mid-range clarity. Its supercardioid pickup pattern 
provides maximum gain before feedback, while 
an updated body design and pneumatic capsule 
shockmount minimize handling noise.
00242599  ...........MSRP $124.99 • MAP $99.99
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iRig Acoustic Stage
Advanced Digital Microphone System for Acoustic Guitar
IK Multimedia
iRig Acoustic Stage is a revolutionary new way to amplify your acoustic guitar 
for use live on stage. Just clip the ultra-compact microphone to your guitar 
and connect it to the belt pack, and enjoy a clear, uncolored sound like that of 
a professional microphone. 6 EQ settings and apersonal calibration ensure the 
best possible sound and instant feedback elimination make this an amazing 
new way to preserve the real tone of your instrument. 
00214967  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $99.99

Also compatible with ukuleles.

peRcUSSion MicRopHone

PUQ
Cajon Pickup Microphone
Solomon Mics
The PUQ Cajon Pickup is a whole new way of mic-ing the cajon. Since the 
PUQ is not a microphone at all, it doesn’t suffer the same issues as standard 
microphones. By taking the sound directly off the structure, the PUQ has more 
headroom, and less interference from other sources. Plug directly into a DI 
like your acoustic guitarist, or bring effect pedals into the mix for a new world 
of sonic possibilities!

Features include:

• Heavy-duty powder-coated chassis

• Wired exclusively with Mogami cable

• Protective travel-tin for safekeeping

• Neutrik/REAN 1/4" connector
00214972 Bronze .........................................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $109.99
00243947 Pewter .........................................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $109.99
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Radius Workstation
Model GPRDJ1
•  Gibraltar Road Series DJ Station creates a per-

fect workspace for DJ Performance

•  36-inchaes tall with 30-inch cross mounting 
bar and 30-inch T legs for added stability

•  Two sets of adjustable mounting arms for con-
trollers and laptop at dual levels

•  Memory locks kep clamps in position for con-
sistent set-up

• Unit can be quickly disassembled for easy transportation
00775482  ...................................................MSRP $539.99 • MAP $299.99

Foundation Workstation
Model GPRDJ2
•  Gibraltar’s coffin-style DJ station creates a per-

fect workspace for any DJ Performance

•  Measures a compact and ergonomic 34-inches 
tall by 30-inches wide

•  Rubber bumper mounts allow a DJ coffin to 
securely fit over corner posts

• Quickly disassembles into three sections for easy transport
00775412  .......................................................List $399.99 • MAP $249.99

Elevate Workstation
Model GRSDJ3
• Sturdy, chrome-plated steel tubing

• Helps maximize stage presence

• Optional integrated speaker suspension stands

• Sets up in minutes

•  Compatible with most mixers, CDJs and other 
DJ gear

•  Memory locks ensure precise positioning for 
every set-up

• Breaks down for easy transport

• Open design allows for expansion and dozens of customizable options

• 68 inches in length, 22 inches deep

• Gear table at 35-inches high, front vertical height is 46 inches
00775486  .......................................................List $999.99 • MAP $599.99

Radius Deck Workstation
Model GRSDJ4
•  Sleek and sexy curved design enhances stage 

presence

•  Lightweight design, breaks down easily for 
convenient transport

•  Memory locks ensure precise positioning for 
every set-up

• 30-inch T-legs provide incredible stabilty

• 38-inches tall with 36-inch curved vertical posts

• 40-inch curved crossbar support for decks and mixers
00775487  .......................................................List $599.99 • MAP $359.99

poRtaBLe pa SYSteMS

dJ woRkStation acceSSoRieS
Radius Scrims
00775485 White (Model GRSDJ1-SCM-WH)..........List $89.99 • SSP $49.99
00775484 Black (Model GRSDJ1-SCM-BK) ...........List $89.99 • SSP $49.99

Foundation Scrims
00775415 White (Model GRSDJ2-SCM-WH)..........List $89.99 • SSP $49.99
00775414 Black (Model GRSDJ2-SCM-BK) ...........List $89.99 • SSP $49.99

Microphone Shock Mount
00775240 Model DJ-GSM .........................................List $9.99 • SSP $5.99

Laptop Mount with Multi-Clamp
00775238 Model DJ-GEMS-PK ..........................List $169.99 • SSTP $94.99

Fold Up Accessory Table
00775237 Model DJ-GEMAT ................................List $139.99 • SSP $49.99

Rack Cable Management Clips (4-Pack)
00775235 Model DJ-CBLMAN .................................List $12.99 • SSP $9.99

Table Top with Cable and Handle Cut Out  
(37" x 23")
00775242 Single (Model DJ-TBLTOP) ..................List $169.99 • SSP $99.99
00775243 2-Pack (Model DJ-TBLTOP) ...............List $329.99 • SSP $189.99

Drink Holder
00775236 Model DJ-DSDH....................................List $46.99 • SSP $26.99

Caster 4-Pack
00775241 Model DJ-RC-PK .................................List $139.99 • SSP $84.99

Mic Boom Arm with Multi-Clamp Mount
00775239 Model DJ-GMBA-PK..............................List $74.99 • SSP $44.99

Mic Velcro Cord Wrap (8-Pack)
00775244 Model DJ-VCW .......................................List $12.99 • SSP $9.99

Radius Folding Light Screen Plexi Shield
00775483 Model GRSDJ1-FS ............................List $179.99 • SSP $104.99

Foundation 4-Panel Folding Light Screen
00775413 Model GPRDJ2-FS ............................List $209.99 • SSP $119.99

Elevate DJ Speaker Mounts
00775481 Model GRSDJ-ESM ...............................List $59.99 • SSP $34.99

Foundation 4-Post DJ Workstation Carrier
00775416 Model GPRDJ2-TC ................................List $59.99 • SSP $34.99
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TransActive Wireless 2
Rechargeable Bluetooth® Speaker with Lights
Alesis
The TransActive Wireless 2 is a complete, active PA system with built-in 
lights designed for on-the-go use. Pull up the telescoping handle, tilt it back 
onto the recessed wheels, and take your TransActive Wireless 2 with you 
wherever you go. Once you’re there, simple single-button pairing allows 
you to instantly stream audio from any Bluetooth-enabled device. You can 
also activate an exciting full-color light show that reacts to your music – no 
programming required! TransActive Wireless 2 is the ultimate mobile PA. It’s 
perfect for outdoor parties, live gigs, business meetings, sporting events and 
tailgate parties.
00234389  ...................................................MSRP $349.00 • MAP $249.00

PA System in a Box
280-Watt (80 Watts Continuous) 4-Channel PA System
Alesis
The Alesis PA System in a Box includes a 4-channel powered mixer with a 
powerful 280-watt (peak power) amplifier, two 10-inch 2-way, high-output 
passive speakers and two 20-foot speaker cables – everything you need for 
great sound reinforcement, all in one box. It’s perfect for anyone who needs 
an affordable but complete mobile PA system for a small venue, rehearsal 
space, presentation, ceremony, house of worship or sporting event.
00231693  ...................................................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $249.00

Expedition XP106w with Lavalier Mic
Rechargeable Battery-Powered Wireless PA with Lavalier Mic
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP106w Rechargeable Battery Powered Wireless PA is 
packed with incredible features, including Bluetooth connectivity and a built-
in 4-channel mixer. It also comes complete with a USB digital wireless system 
for delivering impromptu performances and professional presentations in 
any environment. Such versatility, combined with clean, crisp audio, makes 
the XP106w an all-in-one solution for classrooms, conferences, tour groups, 
parties, as well as a variety of outdoor applications. This package includes a 
lavalier mic.
00242016 Lavalier Edition ............................MSRP $429.99 • MAP $319.99

Also available:
00140070 Microphone Edition ......................MSRP $404.99 • MAP $299.99
00191865 Headset Edition ............................MSRP $429.99 • MAP $319.99
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TX Series Loudspeakers
Alto Professional
The TX Series loudspeakers come in four different sizes (8", 10" 12" & 15"), all equipped with efficient, bi-amped Class D amplification that provide from 280 to 
600 Watts of peak power. An exacting electronic crossover ensures smooth frequency response from the low-frequency driver and high-frequency compression 
driver. Bass porting offers extended low-end response, while the steel grille adds extra protection.

The TX Series is lightweight, portable, and very reasonably priced. The trapezoid cabinet contouring makes either upright or wedge-monitor placement a snap. 
A pole-mount socket and a comfortable handle are conveniently built in. Create a custom setup using the Link output to chain multiple cabinets together.

poweRed SpeakeRS

TX8
Powered Loudspeaker

The TX8 features:
• 280 Watts peak/140 Watts 

continuous power
• Efficient Class-D power 

amp, bi-amplified
• 8" LF woofer with 1.5" 

voice coil
• 1" titanium diaphragm HF 

compression driver with 
1" voice coil

• Balanced XLR Mic/Line 
Input and Link Output

• Precision electronic cross-
over

• Integrated analog limiter 
and overload protection 
circuitry

• Lightweight, portable 
design

• Integrated 36mm speaker 
pole socket

• Main or wedge monitor 
operation

00192544  ......... MSRP $259.00 •  
MAP $129.00

TX10
Powered Loudspeaker

The TX10 features:
• 280 Watts peak/140 Watts 

continuous power
• Efficient Class-D power 

amp, bi-amplified
• 10" LF woofer with 1.5" 

voice coil
• 1" titanium diaphragm HF 

compression driver with 
1" voice coil

• Balanced XLR Mic/Line 
Input and Link Output

• Precision electronic cross-
over

• Integrated analog limiter 
and overload protection 
circuitry

• Lightweight, portable 
design

• Integrated 36mm speaker 
pole socket

• Main or wedge monitor 
operation

00192545  ......... MSRP $339.00 •  
MAP $169.00

TX12
Powered Loudspeaker

The TX12 features:
• 600 Watts peak/300 Watts 

continuous power
• Efficient Class-D power 

amp, bi-amplified
• 12" LF woofer with 2" 

voice coil
• 1" neodymium HF com-

pression driver with 1" 
voice coil

• Balanced XLR Mic/Line 
Input and Link Output

• Precision electronic cross-
over

• Onboard Contour control
• Integrated analog limiter 

and overload protection 
circuitry

• Lightweight, portable 
design

• Integrated 36mm speaker 
pole socket

• Main or wedge monitor 
operation

00192546  ......... MSRP $399.00 •  
MAP $199.00

TX15
Powered Loudspeaker

The TX16 features:
• 600 Watts peak/300 Watts 

continuous power
• Efficient Class-D power 

amp, bi-amplified
• 15" LF woofer with 2" 

voice coil
• 1" neodymium HF com-

pression driver with 1" 
voice coil

• Balanced XLR Mic/Line 
Input and Link Output

• Precision electronic cross-
over

• Onboard Contour control
• Integrated analog limiter 

and overload protection 
circuitry

• Lightweight, portable 
design

• Integrated 36mm speaker 
pole socket

• Main or wedge monitor 
operation

00192547  ......... MSRP $499.00 •  
MAP $249.00
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HD400
Hi-Definition 2.1 Stereo Speaker System
KAT Percussion
KAT’s new HD400 2.1 Hi-Definition Stereo PA Speaker System is the first 
amplification system of its kind. While it effectively delivers powerful PA 
functionality, the HD400 is optimized to reproduce the detail, punch and sonic 
range of the ever-expanding selection of digital instruments.

The HD400 represents a great live sound solution for electronic drums, 
keyboard synths, DJ controllers, guitar synths, as well as VST computer soft-
ware. Your instruments will jump into the spotlight with new brilliance and 
energy during live performances without sonic compromises. The HD400’s 
microphone input also gives vocals a resounding burst of vibrancy that places 
them front and center.

Advanced Components: With its impressive 400 watts of power and incredibly 
well balanced sound reproduction, the HD400 is as comfortable on stage as 
it is in the home or studio. And at peak power the HD400 will pump out an 
astounding 790 watts of high performance power. The three-component sys-
tem includes a 15-inch premium quality subwoofer that dishes out beautifully 
punchy low end. Its cabinet is designed with a low shelf port to efficiently 
disperse low frequency energy and eliminate the distortion that typically 
accompanies ultra-low-end samples like 808 kicks.üThe HD400’s two sat-
ellite components include a 6-inch premium quality mid-range speaker and 
a one-inch tweeter with a wide dispersion neodymium compression driver 
for a rich and accurately detailed high- end. The HD400 system includes a 
pair of robust height adjustable, tripod speaker stands to elevate the satellite 
speakers as needed.

Extensive Controls: No two playing environments are the same, so the HD400 
includes powerful sound shaping front panel controls. High shelf and low 
notch filters allow you to tune and dial in your sound to optimize the acoustics 
of any room. The system input panel includes two sets of 1/4-inch stereo 
inputs, an XLR microphone input and an auxiliary stereo line input. For private 
practicing, there’s a 1/4-inch headphone jack with independent volume con-
trol.üThe HD400 also features full stereo signal processing DSP FX, including 
room and hall reverbs, chorus and delay. The integrated 3-band EQ allows 
fine-tuning to polish the overall sound.
00775606  .................................................MSRP $1666.99 • MAP $799.99

dRUM aMpLifieRS

Digital Drum Set Amplifiers
KAT Percussion
Share your sound with KAT Digital Drum Amplifiers. KAT Amps are tailored 
specifically for digital drums to achieve the most accurate acoustic response.

50W Digital Drum 
Set Amplifier
Model KA1
The 50W KA1 is the perfect 
choice for smaller rooms or 
small studio environments. 
Features include:

•  Powerful 50-watt sound output 
in a portable drum amp

•  Specially tuned for electronic 
drums

•  3-band EQ to fine tune your 
e-kit

• Three 0.25” inputs for other instruments or sound sources

• Large carry handle for easy transport

• 1/8” input for external music players

• Durable construction that’s built to last

• Product Dimensions: 19 x 19.3 x 19.7 inches; 37.1 pounds
00775623  ...................................................MSRP $383.99 • MAP $229.99

200W Digital Drum 
Set Amplifier
Model KA2
The powerful 200W KA2 is all 
you need to kick some major 
volume. Features include:

•  Rich and powerful 200-watt 
e-drumming amplification

•  Specially tuned for electronic 
drums

•  1” x 1” compression driver for 
crisp high-end

• 3-band EQ for precise sound 
shaping, plus presence “Attack” control

• Three 1/4” inputs for other instruments or sound sources

• Large carry handle for easy transport

• Multiple input/output options for adding your own music

• XLR Line Out with separate volume control for mixing or recording

• Durable construction that’s built to last
00775624  ...................................................MSRP $633.99 • MAP $379.99
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AIR Series 
2-Way 1200w Active Loudspeakers
PreSonus
Each type of power amplifier has advantages and 
disadvantages. By employing different amplifier 
types for each driver, AIR loudspeakers use the 
respective strengths of Class D and Class A/B 
amplifiers to provide optimal response through-
out the speaker’s frequency range. A 500W (con-
tinuous), Class D amplifier powers the low-fre-
quency driver, providing efficient, clean low end 
when you need it. A 200W (continuous), Class 
AB amplifier powers the high-frequency driver, 
delivering a natural sounding, “AIR-y” high end. 

AIR10
10" Active Loudspeaker

Features:
• 10-inch low-frequency driver
• 1-inch high-frequency driver
• up to 121 dB SPL of sweet, clear sound between 55 Hz and 20 kHz

00196611  ...................................................MSRP $599.95 • MAP $499.95

Also available:
AIR 10 Shoulder Tote Bag
00237322  ........................................................................................ $89.95

AIR12
12" Active Loudspeaker

Features:
• 12-inch low-frequency driver
• 1.35-inch high-frequency driver
• up to 131 dB SPL of sweet, clear sound between 48 Hz and 20 kHz

00196612  ...................................................MSRP $699.95 • MAP $599.95

Also available:
AIR 12 Shoulder Tote Bag
00237323  ........................................................................................ $99.95

AIR15
15" Active Loudspeaker

Features:
• 15-inch low-frequency driver
• 1.35-inch high-frequency driver
• up to 132 dB SPL of sweet, clear sound between 40 Hz and 20 kHz

00196613  ...................................................MSRP $799.95 • MAP $699.95

Also available:
AIR 15 Shoulder Tote Bag
00237324  ...................................................................................... $109.95

AIR15s & 18s
1200w Active Subwoofers
PreSonus
Although it has a rugged, tour-grade birch enclosure, the PreSonus AIR15s 
& 18s is much more compact and lightweight than you’d expect from a 
subwoofer that can deliver this much power. With integrated provisions for 
the included caster kit, ground-stacking provisions, and ergonomic handles 
on both sides, it’s easy to ransport for mobile applications, while offering the 
features and preformance needed for demanding installs. The AIR15s & 18s 
sports two combo XLR and 1/4" TRS line-level inputs with level control, and 
throughputs are provided to connect full-range systems or multiple subwoof-
ers in larger systems. You can even defeat the front power-indicator LED for 
low-visibility installs.

AIR15s
15" 1200w Active Subwoofer
00196614  ...MSRP $999.95 • MAP 
$799.95

Also available:
AIR 15S Cover
00237325  .......................... $79.95

AIR18s
18" 1200w Active Subwoofer
00196615  .................................................MSRP $1099.95 • MAP $999.95

Also available:
AIR 18S Cover
00237326  ........................................................................................ $89.95

StudioLive® III Series 
Mixers
Digital Consoles/Recorders 
with Motorized Faders
PreSonus
The StudioLive digital consoles/record-
ers are by far the most powerful mixers 
in their class. These third-generation 
StudioLive mixers are fully recallable, 

with  touch-sensitive, motorized faders and recallable XMAX preamps. Yet 
despite their extensive features, the StudioLive mixers actually improve upon 
PreSonus’ legendary ease of use while letting you customize its workflow 
and operations. The StudioLive sound is better than ever, including all-new 
Fat Channel processing, re-engineered from the ground up, and vintage-style 
EQs and compressors. Add built-in AVB networking, onboard multitrack 
Capture recording to SD Card, and a complete suite of software, and you 
have a mixing and recording powerhouse that’s equally formidable in live and 
studio applications.

StudioLive® 16
00237315  ...............................................MSRP $2599.95 • MAP $1999.95

StudioLive® 24
00237314  ...............................................MSRP $3299.95 • MAP $2499.95

StudioLive® 32
00237316  ...............................................MSRP $3899.95 • MAP $2999.95
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AirLine Micro Earset
Wireless System (AH2-SE10/AR2)
Samson Audio
The AirLine Micro Earset Wireless System is a 
breakthrough that utilizes the latest in lithium ion 
battery technology and small, high-quality audio 
and RF components to bring performance free-
dom and convenience to a new level. The result 
is not only our smallest wireless system, but 
also our most comfortable, reliable and versatile 
system ever.

To eliminate continually changing batteries, 
Samson has designed this micro-size UHF wire-
less 600 Mhz system to be fully rechargeable, 
supplying lithium-ion rechargeable batteries and 
USB DC power inputs for both the AH2 earset 
transmitter and AR2 receiver. A handy docking 
station for the receiver also provides a USB 
DC input and a 3.5mm balanced audio output. 
Because of these convenient recharging capabili-
ties, the days of constantly changing the batteries 
in your wireless system are over.
00242600 Channel K1 ...........................$359.99
00242601 Channel K2 ...........................$359.99
00242602 Channel K3 ...........................$359.99

AirLine 77 Fitness Headset
True-Diversity UHF Wireless System (AH1-
QE/CR77)
Samson Audio
Samson’s AirLine 77 Fitness Headset system 
offers a true wireless experience with no belt-
packs and no cables, allowing complete freedom 
of mobility. The system includes the AH1 Headset 
Transmitter, along with the CR77 Wireless 
Receiver.

The core of the AirLine 77 Fitness Headset system 
is the CR77 true-diversity half-rack UHF receiver. 
It’s designed to work flawlessly with AirLine UHF 
transmitters. Featuring dual tuned, molded anten-
nea, a front panel display with large multi-seg-
ment audio level and RF level LED meters, and 
a large rotary volume knob that allows easy 
adjustment of audio output, the CR77 takes all of 
the guesswork out making your wireless system 
perform. Its synthesized PLL frequency control 
circuitry keeps the signal locked and true while 
the LED meters monitor the system’s operation. 
The rear panel features balanced XLR and unbal-
anced 1/4" outputs allowing flexible connection 
options. Two CR77 receivers can be rackmounted 
together in a single space rack (adapter accesso-
ry sold separately).
00242603 Channel K1 ......MSRP $389.99 • MAP 
$299.99
00242604 Channel K2 ......MSRP $389.99 • MAP 
$299.99
00242605 Channel K3 ......MSRP $389.99 • MAP 
$299.99

AH1 Headset Transmitters 
with Qe Mic
Use with AirLine 77 Fitness Headset 
System
Samson Audio
The AH1 Headset Transmitter is designed to go 
around the back of your head rather than over 
the top. This allows the transmitter to be attached 
directly to the headband, out of the way and 
completely unobtrusive, while being comfortable 
and secure during performances. The AH1 offers 
14 hours of operation on a single AAA battery. For 
the AirLine 77 Fitness Headset system, the AH1 
Headset Transmitter features Samson’s Qe con-
denser microphone element. The Qe is designed 
with a unidirectional microphone and cardioid 
pickup pattern that rejects feedback. It’s ideal 
for group fitness instructors who need a durable 
headset microphone that will remain in place 
despite repetitious movement.
00242606 K1 Band......................MSRP $319.99
00242607 K2 Band......................MSRP $319.99
00242608 K3 Band......................MSRP $319.99
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The Acoustic Guitar Repair Detective
Case Studies of Steel-String Guitar Diagnoses and Repairs
by Paul Neri
00172427 6" x 9" ............................................................................. $14.99

The Gibson 335 Guitar Book
Electric Semi-Solid Thinlines and the Players Who Made Them 
Famous
by Tony Bacon
Backbeat Books
00137904  ........................................................................................ $29.99

The Martin Archives
A Scrapbook of Treasures from the World’s Foremost Acoustic 
Guitar Maker
by Jim Washburn
00142754 Hardcover ......................................................................... $45.00

Guitar World Presents  
200 Stompbox Reviews
00123825  ........................................................................................ $29.99

Burst Believers III
by Vic DaPra
Centerstream Publications
00218000 Hardcover ......................................................................... $85.00

Fender Custom Shop at 30 Years
by Steve Pitkin
00194661 Hardcover ......................................................................... $30.00

gear & guitar reference books

RecoRding & LiVe SoUnd BookS

Audio Made Easy
Or How to Be a   
Sound Engineer 
Without Really Trying,  
Fifth Edition
by Ira White
00196797 Book with Online Media
............................................$19.99

An Age Without 
Samples
Originality and Creativity in the 
Digital World
by Ikutaro Kakehashi
Translated by  
Nihon Translation Center K.K
00172648  .........................$24.99

The Secrets of Dance 
Music Production
by David Felton 
Sample Magic
00209877 Book/DVD Pack ..$39.99

The Storyteller’s 
Dilemma
Overcoming the Challenges in 
the Digital Media Age
by Louis Hernandez Jr.
00160411 Hardcover ..........$24.99

gUitaR RefeRence BookS

Loog gUitaRS
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These starter guitars are designed to make it fun and easy to play music. Loog Guitars only have 3 strings and 
a narrow neck, making it easier to form chords. And with the included Loog app, you’ll be able to play your 
favorite songs right on day one. Loog Guitars use the first three strings of a guitar: same strings, same tuning. 
This is why finger placement and everything you learn on a Loog can be applied on a 6-string guitar, too. This 
kit includes app with video lessons, a tuner and a songbook so you can learn guitar by playing real songs by the 
Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Taylor Swift, Katy Perry, Bruno Mars and more.

Loog Pro – Acoustic
Loog Guitars
00239033 Red...........MSRP/MAP $179.99
00220852 Black ........MSRP/MAP $179.99

Loog Pro – Electric
Loog Guitars
00220853 Green .......MSRP/MAP $199.99
00220854 Red...........MSRP/MAP $199.99
00220855 White ........MSRP/MAP $199.99
00220856 Magenta ...MSRP/MAP $199.99
00220857 Black ........MSRP/MAP $199.99
00239034 Yellow .......MSRP/MAP $199.99
00239035 Lucite .......MSRP/MAP $299.99

Loog Mini
Loog Guitars
00220858 Red.............MSRP/MAP $79.99
00220859 Green .........MSRP/MAP $79.99
00220860 Magenta .....MSRP/MAP $79.99
00220861 Black ..........MSRP/MAP $79.99
00220862 White ..........MSRP/MAP $79.99

Red Cloth Strap
Loog Guitars
This 1.5" polypropylene strap features 
leather ends and tri-glide adjustment 
to 39”.
00156498  ............................. $15.00

Leather Guitar Straps
Loog Guitars
This 3/4" leather guitar strap features 
a slim classic design with 1-3/4" mov-
able pad and buckle adjustment from 
43" to 53". Manufactured in Canada 
by Levy’s Leathers.
00156499 Black ..................... $19.00
00156500 Brown .................... $19.00

Backpacks
Loog Guitars
The Loog Backpack keeps your Loog 
safe and warm when you are on the 
go, whether it’s to a friend’s house 
or touring the world. Equipped with 
adjustable straps so that children and 
adults can wear it, the Loog Backpack 
comes in canvas or denim and fits both 
the acoustic and electric Loog like a 
glove, keeping it protected while still 
showing that you are not just carrying 
another guitar: you are carrying a Loog.
00156501 Canvas .................. $29.00
00156502 Denim.................... $29.00

All Loogs come assembled, ready to play!
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00195023 Arizona Cardinals
00195024 Atlanta Falcons
00195025 Baltimore Ravens
00195027 Carolina Panthers
00195028 Chicago Bears
00195029 Cincinnati Bengals
00195030 Dallas Cowboys
00195031 Denver Broncos
00195032 Detroit Lions
00195033 Green Bay Packers
00195034 Houston Texans
00195036 Kansas City Chiefs
00195046 Los Angeles Rams
00195037 Miami Dolphins
00195038 Minnesota Vikings
00195039 New England Patriots
00195040 New Orleans Saints
00195041 New York Giants
00195042 New York Jets
00195043 Oakland Raiders
00195044 Philadelphia Eagles
00195045 Pittsburgh Steelers
00195047 San Francisco 49ers
00195048 Seattle Seahawks
00195049 Tennessee Titans
00195050 Washington Redskins

00195000 Boston Red Sox
00195001 Chicago Cubs
00195006 Los Angeles Dodgers
00195008 New York Yankees
00195009 San Francisco Giants
00195011 St. Louis Cardinals
00195013 Toronto Blue Jays

wga cLaSSic acoUStic gUitaRS
Woodrow Guitar presents the WGA Classic, an officially licensed pro sports acoustic guitar decorated with your favorite team’s logos. Whether 
you have a big gig, or just want to show your friends you’re a die-hard collector and fan, look no further – the WGA Classic plays great and 
is sure to impress. This professionally crafted 41" acoustic guitar features a dreadnaught cutaway basswood body with a spruce top, catalpa 
neck, rosewood fretboard and bridge, die cast tuning machines, modified V neck, and exclusive Woodrow Guitar designed headstock. Each 
guitar comes with a logo pickguard, stand and black bag.

MSRP $399.00 · MAP $299.00

00195051 Boston Bruins
00195052 Calgary Flames
00195053 Chicago Blackhawks
00195054 Detroit Red Wings
00195055 Edmonton Oilers
00195056 Los Angeles Kings
00195058 Montreal Canadiens
00195059 Nashville Predators
00195060 New York Rangers
00195061 Philadelphia Flyers
00195062 Pittsburgh Penguins
00195066 Toronto Maple Leafs
00244626 Vancouver Canucks
00195065 Winnipeg Jets

nHL  
coMing in  
faLL 2017

gUitaR aMpS
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gUitaR aMpS

Spider V 240HC
Guitar Amp
Line 6
Spider® V is the world’s first guitar amp head 
with an integrated full-range stereo speaker 
system for practicing and tone creation, and it 
also gives you a huge collection of upgraded 
amp and effects models. Spider V features a 
clean and modern design, it sounds great, and 
is easy to use – it’s the most impressive Spider 
ever.  Choose from over 200 newly refined amps, 
cabs and effects. Quickly dial-in the perfect tone 
using simple color-coded controls. The bi-amped 
full-range speaker system delivers incredible 
depth and clarity for both electric and acoustic 
guitars. Plus, Spider V is packed with over 100 
specially designed presets – including iconic rigs, 
artist-built tones and Line 6 originals – giving 
you instant access to an arsenal of professionally 
dialed-in sounds. It even comes wireless-ready; 
just add an optional Relay® transmitter, sold 
separately. Paired with a Spider 412 cabinet, the 
built-in speakers provide stereo high frequency 
precision in a massive full-range stage rig. More 
than just a great amplifier, it’s the Spider you’ve 
been waiting for.
00195754  .........MSRP $699.99 • MAP $479.99

Spider 412 Cabinet
For Spider V 240HC
Line 6
The Spider 412 Cabinet is optimized for Line 6 
Spider V 240HC guitar amp. Players can combine 
it with Spider V 240 HC to create a powerful 
240W half-stack. The 4x12" slant cab handles 
320 watts of power, and it features stereo inputs 
and custom Celestion® speakers. The Spider 412 
cabinet is road ready, with robust construction.
00220863  .........MSRP $419.99 • MAP $299.99

Also available:

Spider 
Classic 
15
Guitar 
Amp with 
Modeling
Line 6
Meet the new-
est version of 

the amp that empowered a generation of gui-
tarists to break through in their playing. Spider 
Classic 15 gives you the tone, flexibility and power 
to take your music to a higher level. Choose from 
an essential collection of celebrated guitar amp 
models, and spark your creativity with inspiring 
effects. It’s no wonder that over a million guitar-
ists worldwide rely on Spider amps for inspiring 
tone.
00195749  .........MSRP $169.99 • MAP $119.99

Spider V 30
Guitar Amp with Modeling
Line 6
00195750  .........MSRP $279.99 • MAP $199.99

Spider V 60
00195751  .........MSRP $419.99 • MAP $299.99

Spider V 120
00195752  .........MSRP $559.99 • MAP $399.99

Spider V 240
00195753  .........MSRP $699.99 • MAP $499.99

Relay G10T Lanyard Kit  
(Not for Resale)
Line 6
Utilize an optimal way to demo Spider V wireless 
ready amps with this wearable Relay G10T lan-
yard for store associates. It features up to a 50' 
range using wireless ready Spider V. Plugging into 
the amp sets the channel and recharges the bat-
tery. With up to 8 hours of continual use, and up 
to 200 hours per charge sleep mode, just charge 
about every two weeks! The modified Relay G10 
comes with a ring attachment, lanyard, and a 
POP laminate.
00233045................................Dealer Net $30.00

Also available:
Relay G10T Transmitter
for Spider V 60, 120, and 240 Guitar Amps
00195755  ...........MSRP $139.99 • MAP $99.99

Relay G10 Guitar Wireless 
System
Line 6
00156361  .........MSRP $249.99 • MAP $179.99
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iRig Nano Amp
Battery-Powered Micro Amplifier & Interface for Mobile Devices
IK Multimedia
The IK Multimedia iRig Nano Amp is tailor-made for on-the-go electric gui-
tarists. Not only does it operate as a handy miniature guitar/bass amplifier, it 
also houses an iRig 2 interface for connecting to your iPhone or iPad. Rocking 
out on this battery-powered guitar amplifier is a blast, thanks to a British-
emulating tone stack that pumps out 3 watts of Class B power through a 3” 
speaker. And when it’s time to lay down some tracks, fire up the included 
AmpliTube app on your smart device and let ‘er rip. Experience the ultimate 
in low-volume jamming with the IK Multimedia iRig Nano Amp.
00225424 Red.................................................................MSRP/MAP $49.99
00200640 Black ..............................................................MSRP/MAP $49.99

amPlug2
Headphone Guitar Amps
VOX
With amPlug 2, the crucial analog circuit has been drastically improved, and 
each model now provides three modes. Guitar types provide multi-effect func-
tionality, and a rhythm function has been added to the bass type. A foldable 
plug mechanism that rotates 180 degrees and an auto power-off function are 
additional features that contribute significantly to improved convenience and 
ease of use. The amPlug is the simplest way to get serious sound; occupying 
virtually no space, it’s an ideal choice for any guitarist or bassist.

AC30
The AC30 provides the AC30 top boost sound.
00220843  .......................................................MSRP $54.99 • MAP $39.99

Classic Rock
Headphone Guitar Amp
The amPlug 2 Classic Rock delivers the classic crunch of a UK-made 100W 
amp.
00220845  .......................................................MSRP $54.99 • MAP $39.99

Metal
The Metal amPlug 2 gives you the extreme high-gain sound of a US-made 
amp.
00220844  .......................................................MSRP $54.99 • MAP $39.99

Bass
The Bass model is designed specifically for low frequencies, offering a wide-
range response.
00220846  .......................................................MSRP $54.99 • MAP $39.99

pedaLS
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Tremelon Mini Pedal
F-Pedals
Tremelon is a Dual Tremolo pedal 
that has two completely inde-
pendent classic sounding trem-
olo engines. The control panel is 
divided in two sections: “Turbo” 
and “Slowmo.” Each engine has 
its own tempo range and the BPM 
info will be provided when R&D 
is officially closed. Both in Turbo 
and Slowmo operation the user 
can control individually the vol-
ume, depth and speed. By keeping 
the volume of one of the tremolo 
engines at 0, the Tremelon will 
work as a single classic Tremolo. 
When combining the two engines 
together the user creates a unique 
pattern never heard before in such 
a compact unit. Another great fea-
ture is the ability to control the 
speed of each separate tremolo 
engine by foot, using an external 
expression pedal sold separately.
00214955  MSRP $109.99 • MAP 
$109.00

Classic Wah Pedal
VOX
Based on the specifications of the original pedal developed by VOX in the ‘60s, 
the V845 Wah-Wah offers guitarists the same legendary Wah-Wah tone in a 
new sturdy but very affordable design. An AC power connector is fitted to save 
on batteries and the outer case is coated with tough all-black finish making 
it the perfect choice for your pedal board.
00220847  .......................................................MSRP $99.99 • MAP $69.99

BaSS pedaL

Bass Attack 2
Bass Preamp/Direct Box with Overdrive
Hartke
Hartke’s Bass Attack 2 combines the classic preamp circuitry of a profes-
sional direct box with the vast tone shaping capabilities of the industry’s 
best stompboxes, all in a rugged, zinc die cast stompbox-style design. Its 
Overdrive circuit provides bass players with creative control over effects rang-
ing from subtle tube emulation to grungy fuzz, while Hartke’s Its Overdrive 
circuit provides bass players with creative control over effects ranging from 
subtle tube emulation to grungy fuzz, while Hartke’s high-frequency growl. 
With a 1/4” parallel output for dry signals, 1/4” effect output for your amp, and 
balanced XLR direct output, the Bass Attack 2 provides flexible output options 
for FOH or studio recording consoles.
00156729  ...................................................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $149.99
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aRtiSt SeRieS waH pedaLS
Steve Vai Bad 
Horsie 2 Contour 
Wah
It’s a Bad Horsie and then some! 
Still set to Steve’s precise spec-
ifications and switchless. Two 
footswitchable wah modes; Bad 
Horsie WAH and CONTOUR WAH. 

In CONTOUR mode, two knobs allow you to alter the wah frequency and level. 
Equipped with our “TrueTone Bypass” buffer circuitry to prevent signal loading 
and maintain guitar tone/volume. 
00242648 Model VAI-2 ..................................................MSRP/MAP $145.00

Steve Vai Little 
Alligator Volume
Optical volume pedal with famil-
iar linear taper. Minimum Volume 
knob is used for a smooth tran-
sition between rhythm and lead 
volumes. Designed for use in 
amp FX loops (send and return) 
or in front input of amp. 

00242650 Model PLA ......................................................MSRP/MAP $93.00

Cliff Burton Power 
Fuzz Wah (Chrome)
Tribute Series Wah Pedal
Cliff Burton Tribute Power Fuzz 
Wah in mirror-finished chrome. 
Limited Edition and some avail-
able with Ray Burton Autograph.

00242651 Model PFW-C ................................................MSRP/MAP $225.00

Cliff Burton Power 
Fuzz Wah
Tribute Series Wah Pedal
In collaboration with Ray Burton 
(Cliff’s father), we created a trib-
ute version of the ‘70s Morley 
Power Fuzz Wah used by origi-
nal Metallica Bassist Cliff Burton. 
Combination Classic Wah and 

fuzz pedal. Use wah or fuzz independently or together. Vintage voiced Wah 
has Level control. Fuzz equipped with Fuzz Level, Intensity and Vintage/
Modern switch. 
00242652 Model PFW ...................................................MSRP/MAP $166.00

Cliff Burton Fuzz 
Box
Fuzz Circuit from Power Fuzz 
Wah in stand-alone stomp box. 
Added Tone control for more con-
trol. Modern and Vintage Fuzz 
modes now foot-selectable! 

00242653 Model MCF ...................................................MSRP/MAP $120.00

George Lynch  
Dragon 2
This second wah offering from 
George Lynch and Morley is a 
switchless, electro-optical wah 
with three wah modes: Wah (tra-
ditional) • Wow (bit of overdrive 
with unique vowel-like tone) • 
Wah Lock (allows user to elec-
tronically lock the Wah in Wah 
mode). A Notch knob allows you 
to dial in the appropriate wah 

frequency. Decked out in ninja red with black details and our unique graphic 
treadle rubber. 
00242654 Model GLW2 .................................................MSRP/MAP $162.00

Founded in 1972, Morley manufacturers the classic wah pedal using optical 
circuity. Musicians love this brand-name pedal. They also make distortion, 
echo, and volume pedals, as well as switches and other specialty products. 
Hal Leonard is your exclusive source in USA.

• Powers from one 9V battery or optional Morley adapter
• LED Indication
• Cold-rolled steel housing
• Quick clip battery door 
• 2-year warranty
• Suitable for guitar, bass or keys
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DJ Ashba  
Skeleton Wah
A switchless, optical wah set to DJ’s 
preferred settings. Equipped with 
internal wah level trimpot, “TrueTone 
Bypass” buffer circuit, and the entire 
pedal glows in the dark!

00242655 Model SKW1 .................................................MSRP/MAP $145.00

Mark Tremonti Wah
The Wah tone is the perfect hybrid 
of a traditional and modern Wah 
voiced to Mark’s preferred frequen-
cy & sweep. Equipped with our 
“Clear-Tone” buffer circuitry that 
translates your guitar personality 
and tone while maintaining full out-
put. Roadworthy housing is dressed 

up with Diamond Plate footpad for no slip Wah action. 
00242656 Model MARK 1 ..............................................MSRP/MAP $139.00

waH, VoLUMe & coMBo 
pedaLS

Stereo Chorus 
Volume Reissue
Reissue of the 2005 Analog 
Chorus and combination Optical 
Volume Pedal. Very limited 
Edition. Stereo Outputs, Chorus 
Speed and Depth Controls. 
Chorus LED blinks in time with 
Chorus Speed. Equipped with 
“TrueTone Bypass” buffer circuit.

00242657 Model SCV ....................................................MSRP/MAP $225.00

Pro Series II  
Distortion
Wah/Volume Combination 
Pedal
This pedal combines silky 
smooth volume control, wailing 
WAH and classic distortion in one 

fire-breathing pedal! Now with “High Q” Wah and “Clear-Tone” buffer circuitry 
that drives long cables and prevents signal loading. Distortion comes with 
Drive, Tone and Level controls. 
00242658 Model PDW-II ................................................MSRP/MAP $136.00

Dual Bass Wah
Switchless bass wah with two 
footswitchable wah modes – tra-
ditional and funk wah. Traditional 
wah mode is for classic wah tones. 
Click on the funk wah and you 
get a percussive, funky wah that 
is great for slappin’ and poppin’. 

Used by such renowned bass players as Bill Dickens, Rudy Sarzo and Dave 
Pomeroy. Great for use with 5, 6 and 7 string basses where the lower string 
frequency is too low for standard wah pedals. 
00242720 Model PBA-2 ................................................MSRP/MAP $116.00

Power Wah  
Volume
Same great vintage Wah tone 
at the Power Wah but is a 
Volume pedal when the Wah 
is bypassed. Two handy ped-
als functions for the price of 
one. Equipped with our cus-
tom HQ2 inductor, TrueTone 
Bypass & Wah level control. 

00242721 Model PWOV .................................................MSRP/MAP $124.00

Power Wah
Our new HQ2 Inductor gives 
the Power Wah vintage tone 
with modern features. This 
Electro-Optical Wah is also 
equipped with TrueTone 
Bypass that drives long cables 
and prevents signal loading. 
The best of both vintage and 
modern sounds and features! 

00242722 Model PWO ...................................................MSRP/MAP $118.00

Volume Plus
Electro-Optical circuitry and 
audio taper allow smooth, 
studio quiet volume control. 
Minimum Volume knob is 
used for a smooth transition 
between rhythm and lead vol-
umes. Minimum Volume con-
trol is now foot-switchable. 

00242723 Model PVO+ ...................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Optical Volume
Professional Grade Electro-
Optical Volume Pedal for those 
who want a straight forward 
yet reliable mono volume 
pedal. Smooth audio taper. 

00242724 Model EOV ......................................................MSRP/MAP $93.00
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Mini pedaLS
These mini pedals measure 6.75” long x 4.5” wide x 2.75” high. They are the 
perfect for pedals boards when space is at a premium or when you just need 
a smaller pedal.

Maverick Mini Switchless Wah
Our world famous Electro-Optical circuitry and switchless design in this cool 
new mini-format. Simply step on pedal to engage Wah and step off to go to 
bypass. Equipped with our custom HQ2 Inductor and TrueTone Buffer circuit, 
the Maverick is designed for a perfect hybrid of modern and vintage Wah 
tones. 
00242726 Model MSW ..................................................MSRP/MAP $107.00

Mini Wah Volume
Scaled down optical Wah and volume combo pedal. Wah/Bypass Selector 
switch, Wah level control. Vintage wah tones and smooth audio volume taper. 
00242727 Model MWV ....................................................MSRP/MAP $92.00

Mini Wah
Scaled down optical Wah with side Wah/Bypass Selector switch, Wah level 
control. 
00242728 Model MMW ...................................................MSRP/MAP $86.00

Mini Volume
Scaled down optical volume with smooth audio taper.
00242729 Model MMV ....................................................MSRP/MAP $75.00

SpeciaLtY pedaLS

Dual Boost Distortion
Classic analog distortion with drive, level and tone control, separate switch 
to kick in 15dB of boost when in distortion mode. Also, equipped with third 
switch to kick in clean boost at anytime (up to additional 20dB). Variable 
boost knob.
00242730 Model MDB2 .................................................MSRP/MAP $130.00
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SwitcHeS and poweR 
adapteRS

ABC
Selector Combiner
Route one guitar to three amps OR route three guitars to one amp. Then, you 
can combine or select as needed. True Bypass circuit and passive design 
requires no power. 
00242735 Model ABC ......................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

ABY Mix
Combiner
Route two input signal to two outputs. Each input signal is independent with 
its own level control. Separate footswitches allow you to turn on or off each 
output source as needed. Two people can play at the same time through the 
ABY Mix into 1 or 2 amps! Use to mix down CD and MP3 player to mixer or to 
control two keyboards. Dual input Level controls.
00242737 Model ABY Mix ................................................MSRP/MAP $87.00

ABY
Selector Combiner
Route one signal to two outputs or two inputs to one output. Then choose A, 
B or A & B combined. LED’s show you which signal is active. 
00242739 Model ABY ......................................................MSRP/MAP $62.00

Gas Station Multi-Power Supply
Power up to eight 9V effect pedals (up to 250mA per outlet/600mA max 
current capacity overall). Fault LEDs show if any channel has short or power 
fault while remaining outlets continue to work. Includes Gas Station power 
block, regulated master 9V adapter and eight 2 ft power connection cables. 
Available in North American 120V 60 Hz power only. 
00242741 Model GS-1 ....................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

9V Adapter
USA 9 Volt Adapter
All Morley pedals use a 9 volt 
300 mA regulated power supply. 
The center polarity is negative. 
Available in USA or European 
version. Morley uses adapters 
other companies do not. If you 
use any other brand adapter, it 
may cause the Morley pedal to 
hum. This helps maintain guitar 
tone and level and also prolongs 
battery life.
00242742  ..MSRP/MAP $19.00
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EBTECH is a manufacturer of audio solution products that solve noise and hum problems, match signal 
voltage, and keep your cable connections in check. With today’s complexities of running multiple elec-
tronic devices, this is a must-have product for musicians and recording engineers. 

Hum X
Ground Loop Exterminator
Exterminate ground hum at the 
source! Filters unwanted low voltage 
from ground line that cause ground 
Hum while maintaining ground con-
nection. Simply plug Hum X into the 
offending outlet and plug your equip-
ment into Hum X. Max current draw 6 
amps. LED indicator.

00242743 Model Hum X ..................................................MSRP/MAP $79.00

Hum Eliminator™ 2
2-Channel Box with 1/4" “Smart 
Jacks” (TS or TRS)
Eliminates ground loop hum. Just 
plug the HE-2 in between the offend-
ing pieces of equipment and you’re 
done. Also converts balanced and 
unbalanced signals. Cold-rolled steel 
housing, passive design (no power 
required).

00242744 Model HE-2 ....................................................MSRP/MAP $72.00

Hum Eliminator™ 2 
XLR
2-Channel Box with XLR Jacks
Use any combination of 1/4" and XLR 
ins/outs. Cold-rolled steel housing, 
passive design (no power required).

00242745 Model HE-2-XLR .............................................MSRP/MAP $93.00

Hum Eliminator 8
8-Channel Single Space Rack with 1/4" “Smart Jacks” (TS or TRS)
Reversible racks ears, passive design (no power required).
00242746 Model HE-8 ..................................................MSRP/MAP $240.00

Hum Eliminator™ 8 XLR
8-Channel Single Space Rack with XLR Jacks
Reversible racks ears, passive design (no power required).
00242747 Model HE-8-XLR ...........................................MSRP/MAP $267.00

Line Level Shifter® 2
2-Channel Box with 1/4" “Smart 
Jacks” (TS or TRS)
Increase or decrease signal voltage 
(-10dBV and +4dBu) without adding 
noise. Eliminates ground loop hum. 
Converts balanced and unbalanced 
signals.Cold-rolled steel housing, pas-
sive design (no power required).

00242748 Model LLS-2 ...................................................MSRP/MAP $83.00

Line Level Shifter® 2 
XLR
2-Channel Box with XLR Jacks
Two channel Line Level Shifter® 
equipped with 1/4" ins/outs and XLR 
ins/outs. Cold-rolled steel housing, 
passive design (no power required)y.

00242749 Model LLS-2-XLR .........................................MSRP/MAP $105.00

Line Level Shifter® 8
8-Channel Single Space Rack with 1/4" “Smart Jacks” (TS or TRS)
Reversible racks ears, passive design (no power required).
00242750 Model LLS-8 .................................................MSRP/MAP $303.00

Line Level Shifter® 8 XLR
8-Channel Single Space Rack with XLR Jacks
Eight channel single space rack version with XLR jacks. Reversible racks ears, 
passive design (no power required).
00242751 Model LLS-8-XLR .........................................MSRP/MAP $330.00

Swizz Army – 6-in-1 
Cable Tester
Checks XLR, 1/4", RCA, 1/8", TT & MIDI 
cables for continuity and/or intermittent 
connections. Detects opens and shorts 
for each pin and holds LED reading so 
you know exactly where the problem is! 
Other features include test tone generator 
(+4, -10, Mic), phantom power detector, 
grounded XLR shield detector and cable 
wiring display. Two AA batteries required. T
00242752 Model CT ..MSRP/MAP $108.00

gUitaR acceSSoRieS
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gUitaR StooLS

27-Inch Tall Stool with Footrest
Model GGS10T
Gibraltar
Gibraltar has developed compact performance stools, new seating options for 
all musicians. These performance stools are built with Gibraltar hardware fea-
tures like the super rubber foot that creates a solid foundation, all cast metal 
parts with no metal to metal contact, tripod memory lock, and adjustable 
footrest. All add up to solid seating in a compact package.
00775375  ................................................................................. SSP $98.99

Lower Lumbar Backrest Support
Model GGSLBR
Gibraltar
This backrest support includes a mounting plate and screws is made to add 
comfort to individuals using Gibraltar’s GG10 series of drum stools.
00775373  ................................................................................. SSP $59.99

SpoRtS-BRanded  
gUitaR StRapS

MLB-Licensed Guitar Straps
Woodrow Guitars
A guitar strap is an essential add-on for any guitar. Stand up and rock out 
in your favorite team colors! Sublimation team print on durable, machine 
washable 100% polyester. Adjustable strap measures 55-inches in length 
and 2-inches in width.

MSRP $29.99 • MAP $24.99

00195177 Boston Red Sox
00195178 Chicago Cubs
00195179 Chicago White Sox
00195180 Detroit Tigers
00195181 Kansas City Royals
00195182 Los Angeles Angels 
00195183 Los Angeles Dodgers
00195184 New York Mets
00195185 New York Yankees
00195186 Pittsburgh Pirates
00195187 San Francisco Giants
00195188 Seattle Mariners
00195189 St. Louis Cardinals
00195190 Texas Rangers9
00195191 Toronto Blue Jays
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Vintage Coiled 
Guitar Cable
High-Quality 29.5’ Cable 
with Mesh Bag
VOX
The classic “curly cable,” the 
vintage coiled cable (VCC) has 
been part of some of the most 
historic moments in rock and 
roll history. A unique multi-gauge 
design uses individual conduc-
tor types that are optimized for 
their particular frequency rang-
es, resulting in a reliable coiled 

cable that is truly musical. The cable is nine meters long (29.5 feet) and 
comes in a variety of colors.
00220848 Black ..............................................................MSRP/MAP $34.99
00220849 Red.................................................................MSRP/MAP $34.99
00220850 White ..............................................................MSRP/MAP $34.99

DCA-10 Power 
Cable
10-Plug Angled Head DC 
Cable for Guitar Pedals
Hotone

This Hotone power cable is ideal for a high density pedal board and gives it 
a clean and neat look.

Features:
• 3.5mm wire diameter
• 24 AWG oxygen-free copper inner core
• Over 25cm between plugs

00242614  ........................................................................................ $19.99

DCA-5 Power Cable
5-Plug Angled Head DC 
Cable for Guitar Pedals
Hotone
This set of multi-plug cables for 
up to 5 Skyline series pedals 

from Hotone is designed for use with Goldwire PSD-1 Power Supply.

Features include:
• 24-AWG oxygen-free copper inner wire
• 3.5mm wire diameter
• Over 9” space between each plug

00242615  ........................................................................................ $13.49

tUneR
CA-2
Chromatic Tuner
Korg
Having become a popular stan-
dard in tuners and an indis-
pensable item for brass band or 
orchestra thanks to its superior 
basic functionality and conve-

nient functions, the CA series now has a fresh new look. Carrying on the 
stylish design with its simple layout of the basic functions, the note name 
display has been enlarged and the meter made even more visible. This is a 
must-have item not only for beginners but also for a wide range of musical 
instrument performers. The CA-2 delivers the high precision, sensitivity, and 
simple ease of use that you expect from KORG tuners, providing stable tuning 
functionality in any situation from personal practice to ensembles and concert 
practice.
00242533  ........................................................................................ $21.99

GripTune
Clip-On Tuner
Korg
With a weight of just 13 grams 
(0.46 oz) and an ultra-com-
pact size, this clamp type tuner 
can be unobtrusively attached 
to the headstock of your guitar 
for casual yet precise tuning. 

Accurate and discreet tuning for any guitar!
00220839  ........................................................................................ $19.99

Pitchblack Mini
Pedal Tuner
Korg
Korg’s Pitchblack pedal tuners have 
earned the trust of guitarists and 
bassists worldwide for their quality, 
design and durability. The Pitchblack 
mini is the latest addition to the 
renowned tuner series, now avail-
able in a smaller, sleek size. The 
Pitchblack mini appears smaller in 
size, yet embodies all of its superior 
tuner functionality. Featuring a large 
LED display with excellent visibility, 

it supports battery operation in spite of its compact size. The unit is also 
equipped with stabilizers to prevent it from overturning.
00220838  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $69.99

gUitaR acceSSoRieS

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
00232000 Boston Red Sox
00232001 Chicago Cubs
00232002 Chicago White Sox
00232003 Detroit Tigers
00232004 Kansas City Royals 
00232005 Los Angeles Angels 
00232006 Los Angeles Dodgers
00232007 New York Mets
00232008 New York Yankees
00232009 Pittsburgh Pirates
00232010 San Francisco Giants
00232011 Seattle Mariners
00232012 St. Louis Cardinals 
00232013 Texas Rangers
00232014 Toronto Blue Jays
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SpoRtS-BRanded gUitaR pickgUaRdS
Guitar Pickguards
Show your team loyalty with these officially licensed acoustic guitar pick guards. Each pick 
guard features the team’s logo and come equipped with an adhesive-backed sticker for quick 
and easy application.
MSRP $12.99 • MAP $11.99

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
00232000 Boston Red Sox
00232001 Chicago Cubs
00232002 Chicago White Sox
00232003 Detroit Tigers
00232004 Kansas City Royals 
00232005 Los Angeles Angels 
00232006 Los Angeles Dodgers
00232007 New York Mets
00232008 New York Yankees
00232009 Pittsburgh Pirates
00232010 San Francisco Giants
00232011 Seattle Mariners
00232012 St. Louis Cardinals 
00232013 Texas Rangers
00232014 Toronto Blue Jays

NATIONAL FOOTBALL 
LEAGUE
00232015 Arizona Cardinals
00232016 Atlanta Falcons
00232017 Baltimore Ravens
00232018 Buffalo Bills
00232019 Carolina Panthers
00232020 Chicago Bears
00232021 Cincinnati Bengals
00232022 Cleveland Browns
00232023 Dallas Cowboys
00232024 Denver Broncos
00232025 Detroit Lions
00232026 Green Bay Packers
00232027 Houston Texans
00232028 Indianapolis Colts 
00232029 Kansas City Chiefs
00232039 Los Angeles Rams
00232030 Miami Dolphins 
00232031 Minnesota Viking
00232032 New England Patriots
00232033 New Orleans Saints
00232034 New York Giants
00232035 New York Jets 
00232036 Oakland Raiders
00232037 Philadelphia Eagles
00232038 Pittsburgh Steelers
00232040 San Diego Chargers
00232041 San Francisco 49ers
00232042 Seattle Seahawks
00232043 Tennessee Titans

(MLB logo)

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
00232045 Boston Bruins
00232046 Calgary Flames
00232047 Chicago Blackhawks
00232048 Colorado Avalanche
00232049 Dallas Stars
00232050 Detroit Red Wings
00232051 Edmonton Oiler
00232052 Los Angeles Kings
00232053 Minnesota Wild 
00232054 Montreal Canadiens
00232055 Nashville Predators
00232056 New York Rangers
00232057 New York Islanders
00232058 Philadelphia Flyers
00232059 Pittsburgh Penguins
00232060 St. Louis Blues
00232061 San Jose Sharks
00232062 Toronto Maple Leafs
00232063 Vancouver Canucks
00232064 Washington Capitals
00232065 Winnipeg Jets

gUitaR keY cHainS
NFL-Branded Electric Guitar Keychains
Woodrow Guitars
Pick a team, any team. This keychain features an officially licensed logo from your favorite NFL team emblazoned on a 
metallic electric-guitar shaped attachment so you can show your love for music and sports at the same time. A perfect 
gift for the sports fan/guitar player in your life!
MSRP $7.99 • MAP $6.99

00204708 Baltimore Ravens
00204709 Chicago Bears
00204710 Dallas Cowboys
00204711 Denver Broncos
00204712 Green Bay Packers
00204713 Minnesota Vikings

00204714 New England Patriots
00204715 Oakland Raiders
00204716 Pittsburgh Steelers
00204717 San Francisco 49ers
00204718 Seattle Seahawks
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wiReLeSS page tURneRS
PED Pro 2
Switch 4.0  
Bluetooth Controller
AirTurn
This foot switch for 
Bluetooth 4.0 tablets and 
computers allows you to 
scroll through lyrics or 
tabs, turn pages, change 
effects, or manage back-
tracks. You can also man-
age presentations such 

as Keynote and Powerpoint in PED pro, and use it with assistive technology 
apps.

Features include:

• Two membrane touch foot switches for fast and quiet response

• Keyboard toggle for virtual keyboard access for some iOS apps

• Red and Blue LEDs show battery and Bluetooth connection status

• Lithium battery lasts 150 hours on a charge (2000 charge cycles)

• Six different modes designed for different uses

• Fully customizable controls to work with just about any app

• Over-the-Air updates for the latest version of firmware and features

• MicroUSB charging cable included to use with your USB charger
00241086  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $69.00
 

STOMP6
Switch Bluetooth 
Controller
AirTurn
The STOMP 6 by 
AirTurn gives you the 
flexibility you crave on 
stage. It has 6 indus-
trial grade footswitches 
in a full-metal enclo-
sure that lets you con-
trol your rig without 
breaking from your 
performance. It con-

nects wirelessly over Bluetooth to any computer, tablet or smartphone. With 
iTunes and other multimedia players, it can run Stop/Start, Next/Last song, 
Volume up/down. Manage effects stored on your tablet or computer. Scroll 
lyrics and tabs, turn pages. The STOMP 6 works flawlessly with ONSONG, the 
best app for managing your stage performance. Navigate effortlessly through 
songs in your set list and then trigger backing tracks, visual media, light 
shows and much more – all with a stomp. Powerful MIDI controls in ONSONG 
let you preset your effects pedals, synthesizers and drum machines for each 
song you play. ONSONG gives you access to 40+ actions that gets you the gig.
00241085  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $139.00

Digit III
4.0 Bluetooth Handheld Remote Controller
AirTurn
Features of this wireless remote control for tablets and com-
puters include:

•  Navigate presentations from the palm of your hand using

• Keynote, PowerPoint, and more

• Take a selfie or snap group photos

• Record video remotely

• Control your media player apps from any room

• Customize buttons for even more app control

•  Record; arm your tracks without having to be at your computer

•  Attaches to a keychain, lanyard, or strap. Rechargeable battery with 150 
hours of continuous use

00241087  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.00

MoBiLe deVice inteRfaceS
iRig Pro I/O
High Definition Audio Interface with MIDI for iOS 
and Mac
IK Multimedia
Now record with any of your gear on the go, and monitor in 
real time with any compatible device! That’s iRig Pro I/O, the 
ultra-compact professional quality audio and MIDI in/out for 
your mobile recording life! iRig Pro I/O is the next generation of 
the iRig Pro – the first mobile interface for connecting all of your 
studio gear to your iPhone, iPad, Mac, PC or Android device to 

play and record on the go. iRig Pro I/O is a pocket-sized full-featured audio 
and MIDI interface that gives you 24-bit/96kHz recording studio quality 
sound everywhere you go with a few additional essential features for mobile 
recording.
00238888  ...................................................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $149.99

MoBiLe deVice HoLdeRS
System X Tablet Holder
Model KB130E
Hamilton Stands
Features include:

• Durable impact resistant nylon construction

• Spring loaded extension arms

• TPR resin foot for kickstand adapter

•  Ball join pivot adapter – vertical or horizontal 
positioning

• Allows unique diagonal positioning if desired

The KB130E includes:

• iPad/Tablet holder

• Desktop stand with rubber cushion

• Metal mic/drum stand clamp

• Velvet carrying bag

• Full color POP packaging
00243948  ........................................................................................ $64.99
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BaSS caBinetS
HyDrive HD Series Bass Cainets
Hartke
Revitalizing the revolutionary HyDrive design, Hartke’s HyDrive HD Series 
Bass Cabinets are the next step in speaker evolution. An improved version 
of Hartke’s patented paper/aluminum HyDrive Speaker Technology delivers 
unmatched tone depth and clarity, while rugged, yet lightweight plywood 
construction and huge power handling solidifies these cabinets as the right 
choice for modern demanding bass players.

HyDrive HD112
1 x 12" + HF/300 Watt Bass 
Cabinet
Features of the HyDrive HD112 include:

• 300 Watt RMS power handling

•  LF speaker: 12" paper/aluminum driv-
er

•  20.5” x 23” x 18.75” (521mm x 
583mm x 475mm)

• Black perforated steel grille

• 1" HF driver with 3-position level control

• Constructed of plywood, extensive bracing and dado joinery

• 2x Twist & Lock inputs, 2x 1/4" (wired in parallel)
00242610  ...................................................................................... $509.99

HyDrive HD115
1 x 15" + HF/500 Watt Bass 
Cabinet
Features of the HyDrive HD115 include:

• 500 Watt RMS power handling

•  LF speaker: 15" paper/aluminum 
driver

•  26.5" x 25.5" x 16.5" (675mm x 
651mm x 421mm)

• Black perforated steel grille

• 1" HF driver with 3-position level control

• Constructed of plywood, extensive bracing and dado joinery

• 2x Twist & Lock inputs, 2x 1/4" (wired in parallel)
00242612  ...................................................................................... $779.99

HyDrive HD210
2 x 10" + HF/500 Watt Bass 
Cabinet
Features of the HyDrive HD210 
include:

• 500 Watt RMS power handling

•  LF speaker: 2 x 10" paper/alumi-
num driver

• 18" x 27" x 17.75" (456mm x 683mm x 452mm)

• Black perforated steel grille

• 1" HF driver with 3-position level control

• Constructed of plywood, extensive bracing and dado joinery

• 2x Twist & Lock inputs, 2x 1/4" (wired in parallel)
00242611  ...................................................................................... $649.99

HyDrive HD410
4 x 10" + HF/1000 Watt 
Bass Cabinet
Features of the HyDrive HD410 
include:

•  1000 Watt RMS power han-
dling

•  LF speaker: 4 x 10" paper/
aluminum driver

•  26.5" x 25.5" x 16.5" (675mm 
x 651mm x 421mm)

•  Black perforated steel grille

•  1" HF driver with 3-position 
level control

• Constructed of plywood, extensive bracing and dado joinery

• 2x Twist & Lock inputs, 2x 1/4" (wired in parallel)
00242613  ...................................................................................... $949.99

BaSS coMBo
HD500 Bass Combo
2 x 10" Drivers, 500 Watt 
Bass Amp
Hartke
Hartke’s popular HD Series now fea-
tures the high-powered, lightweight 
HD500 Bass Combo. Packing two 10" 
Hartke patented HyDrive speakers 
with rare earth neodymium magnets 
and a 500-watt Class D amplifier into 
a sleek enclosure weighing only 35 
pounds, the HD500 provides excep-
tional bass tone to any rehearsal, 
stage or studio.

HyDrive speakers feature carefully crafted paper/aluminum hybrid cone driv-
ers. The hybrid makeup delivers an exceptional blend of warmth and attack 
that can’t be attained by traditional all-paper bass speakers. The use of rare 
earth neodymium magnets also helps to maintain lightweight portability 
without sacrificing any of the legendary Hartke attack.

Beyond the impeccable tone of the HyDrive speakers, the HD500 offers tre-
mendous power in a highly-portable design. Its lightweight Class D amplifier 
produces an earth shaking 500 watts of power capable of filling any rehearsal 
space, recording studio or performance venue. And weighing just 35 pounds 
in all, the HD500 can be easily transported via a molded strap carry handle 
anywhere that needs more bass.

A result of Hartke’s many years of involvement in the bass community, the 
HD500 includes a selectable Shape control. This feature activates a special-
ized preset EQ curve designed to improve your tone through selective boosts 
and attenuations across the frequency range. The adjacent Shape variable 
filter, as well as a 3-band EQ, providesfurther customization.
00242609  ...................................................MSRP $899.95 • MAP $599.99
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Kahua
Constructed of superior quality material for the best sound, these ukuleles come equipped with 4 high quality synthetic gut nylon strings - G, C, E, A. They are 
expertly crafted from environmentally friendly wood and make an excellent interactive classroom instrument for students and teachers.

21" Soprano Ukuleles
00221875 Ash Ukulele .............................$79.00
00221877 Asian Koa Ukulele ...................$99.00
00221925 Black-Line Maple Ukulele .....$109.00
00221926 Burl Maple Ukulele ...............$109.00
00221927 Flamed Maple Ukulele ..........$119.00
00221880 Lacewood Ukulele ..................$89.00
00221883 Okume Ukulele .......................$69.00
00221930 Rosewood Ukulele ..................$99.00
00221929 Spalted Maple Ukulele ............$99.00
00221928 Tamo Ukulele ..........................$99.00
00221919 Walnut Ukulele ........................$79.00
00221922 Zebrawood Ukulele .................$79.00

24" Concert Ukuleles
00221876 Ash Ukulele .............................$89.00
00221879 Asian Koa Ukulele .................$109.00
00221881 Mahogany Ukulele ..................$79.00
00221884 Okume Ukulele .......................$79.00
00221921 Walnut Ukulele ........................$89.00
00221923 Zebrawood Ukulele .................$89.00

26" Tenor Ukuleles
00221878 Asian Koa Ukulele .................$119.00
00221882 Mahogany Ukulele ..................$89.00
00221924 Zebrawood Ukulele .................$99.00

SUpReMo SeLect SeRieS witH LaVa wood finiSH
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hand percussion

The Lava Wood finish is a new addition to our popular Supremo Select series line of upper entry-level drums, which are perfect for someone looking to get started 
with playing hand percussion instruments for the first time, but prefer designs that are a bit more unique than standard natural wood or solid color finishes. 
These drums feature premium quality build coupled with select raw materials at a highly competitive price, which combine to offer the best value on the market.

SUpReMo SeLect SeRieS witH LaVa wood finiSH
hand percussion

Bongos with Lava Wood 
Finish
7" & 8-1/2" Bongos
•  Shells constructed of hand-selected, aged Siam 

Oak Wood

•  Black powder coated Classic Pro hoops, rein-
forced side plates with 5/16" diameter tuning 
lugs

•  Equipped with high quality natural water buffalo 
skin heads for optimal response and playability

• Tuning wrench included
00226545..............MSRP $149.00 • MAP $99.00

Cajon with Lava Wood Finish
•  Body constructed of environmentally-friendly 

Siam Oak Wood

•  Exotic Asian hardwood front plate delivers 
superb tonal response

•  Assembled by hand and individually-tested to 
ensure optimal sound quality

•  Snare wires adjustable using allen wrench 
(included)

00226548  .........MSRP $199.00 • MAP $129.00

Congas with Lava Wood 
Finish
10" & 11" Congas + Double Stand
•  28" tall, constructed of hand-selected, aged 

Siam Oak Wood providing exceptional durability 
and unmatched sound

•  Exceptional value for a well-built, great sounding 
set of full size congas

•  Black powder coated deluxe hoops, reinforced 
side plates with 5/16" diameter tuning lugs

•  Available in 10" & 11" set with double stand 
included or individually with matching single 
basket stands

•  Equipped with high quality natural water buffalo 
skin heads for optimal response and playability

• Tuning wrench included
00226544............MSRP $579.00 • MAP $379.00

Key-Tuned 
Djembe with 
Lava Wood 
Finish
12" Key-Tuned 
Djembe
•  Constructed of 

h a n d - s e l e c t e d , 
aged Siam Oak 
Wood, provid-
ing durability and 
unmatched sound

•  Black powder coated deluxe hoops, reinforced 
side plates with 5/16" diameter tuning lugs

• 22" tall with a 12" diameter head

•  Hand-picked premium quality natural goat skin 
head

• Tuning wrench included
00232718...............................................$289.00

Rope-Tuned 
Djembe with 
Lava Wood 
Finish
•  Hand-crafted from 

eco-friendly and 
tonally superior 
Mango Wood shells 
found in northern 
Thailand

•  5mm non-stretch 
rope for easy and 
long-lasting tuning

•  Hand-picked premium quality natural goat skin 
head

00230748 10" Djembe ................MSRP $229.00  
• MAP $149.00
00230749 12" Djembe ................MSRP $249.00  
• MAP $169.00
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fiBeRgLaSS dJeMBeS
Fiberglass djembes from 
Tycoon feature:

• Deep, loud bass tones 
and high, sharp slap tones

•  Hand-brushed fiberglass 
shells to ensure strict 
quality standards, and to 
release zero emissions in 
the environment

• Lightweight shell is 
pefect for hours of play

• Hand picked high quality 
goatskin head

Rope Tuned Fiberglass Djembes
00226558 10" Black & Red Finish ..................MSRP $139.00 • MAP $89.00
00226554 10" Blue & White Finish .................MSRP $139.00 • MAP $89.00
00226555 10" Dark Brown Finish ...................MSRP $139.00 • MAP $89.00
00226557 10" Jamaican Finish ......................MSRP $139.00 • MAP $89.00
00226553 10" Kente Finish ............................MSRP $579.00 • MAP $89.00
00226556 10" Yellow Finish ...........................MSRP $139.00 • MAP $89.00
00229691 12" Blue & White Finish ...............MSRP $189.00 • MAP $129.00
00229998 12" Dark Brown Finish .................MSRP $189.00 • MAP $129.00
00230114 12" Jamaican Finish ....................MSRP $189.00 • MAP $129.00
00226858 12" Kente Finish ..........................MSRP $189.00 • MAP $129.00
00230115 12" Red Sunburst Finish ..............MSRP $189.00 • MAP $129.00
00229999 12" Yellow Finish .........................MSRP $189.00 • MAP $129.00

Key-Tuned Fiberglass Djembes
00226551 10" Kente Finish ..MSRP $139.00 • MAP 
$89.00
00226552 12" Kente Finish ..MSRP $149.00 • MAP 
$99.00

otHeR dJeMBeS

Staved Siam Oak  
Rope-Tuned Djembes
These rope-tuned djembe are easily porta-
ble and compliments any drum circle. Hand 
carved from a staved siam oak wood, this 
drum features a high quality goat skin head 
and non-stretch rope for durable, long-lasting 
tuning. An excellent sounding drum at an 
affordable price.

Model TAJ-10 S
00232524 10” .................................. $199.00
Model TAJ-12 S
00232525 12” ................................. $229.00)

caJonS

29 Series Legacy 
Ziricote Cajon
Model TKLE-29 ZRC
•  Constructed from the beautiful 

and unique-looking Ziricote Wood, 
most commonly found in Central 
America

•  Heavy duty construction featuring 
7-ply bodies for improved tonal 
qualities

•  Snare wires adjustable using 
included allen wrench

•  Carrying bags and stands available 
as additional options for this addi-
tion to the top-of-the-line Legacy 
Series of cajons

00226549  ...................................................MSRP $489.00 • MAP $299.00

29 Series Polar Ice 
Acrylic Cajon
Model TKXPI-29
•  The icy, translucent body is made 

from solid acrylic

•  Fiberglass front plate makes this 
cajon 100% synthetic and com-
pletely impervious to humidity

•  Unique design enhances the 
cajon’s tonal qualities

•  Hand-made and individually-test-
ed to ensure optimal sound qual-
ity

•  Snare wires adjustable using 
allen wrench (included)

• Carrying bags and stands available as additional options
00226550  ...................................................MSRP $629.00 • MAP $419.00

29 Series Siam Oak 
Cajons
The 29 Series Siam Oak Cajon is 
constructed of hand selected Siam 
Oak Wood. It yields deep bass tones 
and sharp high slaps, with fully 
adjustable snares. Each cajon is 
individually handmade and tested to 
ensure superior sound quality.

Model TKWPC-29
00232720 Hand Painted Front Plate
 .......................................... $319.00
Model TKO-29 SB
00232719 Sunburst Birch Front 
Plate .................................. $199.00
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caBaSa

Multi Cabasa
Model TSA-MC
•  An innovative hybrid between a regular 

cabasa and a soft shaker

•  An ideal addition to any studio percussion-
ist’s set up, or when a versatile instrument 
with soft shaker sounds are required

•  Shell crafted from environmentally-friendly Siam Oak wood

• Features steel fill and stainless steel beads for the cabasa
00230865  ........................................................................................ $79.00

UdUkeRe

Small Udukere
The udu originated in Nigeria and is actually a water jug with an additional 
hole, typically made of clay and producing a wide range of sounds. The 
shekere from West Africa consists of a dried gourd with beads woven into a 
net covering the gourd, and it may be twisted, shaked or slapped to produce 
a variety of effects. Tycoon endorser Kornel Horvath had a vision to combine 
these two unique musical instruments and thus Tycoon has created this brand 
new udukere.
00230866  ...................................................................................... $219.00

Bodhrán Frame Drum
The bodhrán is an Irish frame drum from 
the mid-19th century that gained pop-
ularity through Celtic music and began 
to spread beyond Irish shores. Today, 
they can be found in all corners of the 
globe and there have been a number of 
modern variations manufactured over 
the years. Features of the Tycoon frame 
drum includes:

•  Shells constructed from environmen-
tally-friendly Siam Oak wood

• Equipped with natural goat skin heads

• 14" diameter, available in tunable and non-tunable versions

• Includes wooden tipper also made from Siam Oak wood

• Tunable version includes tuning key

Model TBFD-14
00230861 14" Frame Drum ............................MSRP $129.00 • MAP $79.00
Model TBTFD-14
00230862 14" Tunable Frame Drum ...............MSRP $139.00 • MAP $89.00

7" Kanjira
Model TBFD-KJ
The Kanjira traces its roots back hun-
dreds of years to south India and is an 
instrument of the tambourine family. It 
was originally used in folk and Bhajan 
music, and later modified into a frame 
drum with a single pair of jingles and 
brought to the classical stage. Tycoon’s 
adaptation of their traditional instrument 
is designed to create the sounds of the 
original south Indian drum with rich low 

frequencies and sharp slap tones. Features include:

• Shell constructed from hand-selected, aged Siam Oak wood

• Features a drum head on one side made from natural, unbleached goat skin

• 7" diameter head, 2-1/4" deep

• Steel jingles produce bright sounds when the Kanjira is played
00230863 7" ....................................................MSRP $99.00 • MAP $55.00

Ngoma Drum with Kente Cloth 
Finish
Model TDD-NGD WS
•  This drum is Tycoon’s adaptation of the traditional 

West African drum

•  42" tall, constructed of environmentally-friendly 
Siam Oak Wood

•  Equipped with premium quality unbleached goat 
skin head

•  Features 5mm non-stretch rope for easy and 
long-lasting tuning

00230750  .............MSRP $599.00 • MAP $359.00

Plenera Set
Model TBFPS
The plenera is an instrument of the 
frame drum family originating in Puerto 
Rico and usually performed in Plena 
music. Most often played in a set of 
three, each drum in the set serves its 
own purpose. The smallest drum, the 
primo or requinto is mainly used for giv-
ing solos while the segundo or seguidor 
(middle drum) and tercero or bajo (large 
drum) are used for playing fixed rhthms. 
Features include:

•  Shells constructed from high-strength 
ABS Plastic for maximum durability

• Hand-picked natural goat skin heads provide enhanced tonal diversity

• 8", 10" and 12" diameter heads

• Tunable using wrench included in set

• Includes durable nylon carrying case
00230864  .....................................................MSRP $139.00 • MAP $89.00
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tiMBaLeS

Antiqued Gold 
Timbales
14" & 15" Timbales Set 
with Stand
These timbales are born from 
the conceptual design of pair-
ing Tycoon’s most popular tim-
bale finishes, the Brass, Antique 
Copper and Brushed Chrome 
timbales. The rustic look of the 
gold shell resembles an aged 
drum that has stood the test 
of time, while the build of this 
drum is of the quality synon-
ymous with Tycoon. Features 
include:

•  Superior quality and authen-
ticity in sound designed for 
the professional or advanced 
player

• 14" & 15" diameter steel shells at 6-1/2" deep

•  Equipped with Remo heads providing exceptional tonal response and 
playability

•  Includes heavy duty, fully height adjustable, tilting timbale stand, cowbell 
mounting bracket with 6" cowbell, pair of timbale sticks and tuning wrench

• Blocks and various percussion accessories available as add-on options

• Carrying bag available as additional option
00226547 14" & 15" ....................................MSRP $629.00 • MAP $419.00

acceSSoRieS

Black Mounting Bar –  
For All Mountable Percussion
Model TPMB
• A larger, extended version of Tycoon’s popular Multi-Percussion Rack

•  Features four 3/8” diameter stainless steel mounting posts, two on each 
side for eight total mountable spots

• Quickly and firmly mounts onto any drum or cymbal stand

• An ideal addition to any percussionist or drummer’s set up
00230867  ...................................................................................... $119.00

Black Tamborim/
Pandeiro Bag
Model TPDTB-BB
•  Made from heavy-duty nylon 

with reinforced stitching for 
maximum durability

•  Padded interior provides excel-
lent protection for your tambo-
rim or pandeiro

• Fits most standard 10” tamborims and pandeiros on the market

•  Ideal for any level of musician who wants to protect your fear while trans-
porting or in storage

00230869  ........................................................................................ $19.99

29 Series Cajon  
Backpack
Model TKBP-29
•  Heavy-duty nylon construction for max-

imum durability

•  Fits most standard-sized cajons, the 
backpack measures 11.8" x 11.8" x 
19.7"

•  Provides excellent protection for your 
cajon with high strength nylon stitching

•  Adjustable padded shoulder straps offer 
improved comfort with carrying

•  Ideal for any level of musician who wants to protect your gear while trans-
porting or in storage

00230868  ........................................................................................ $34.99

Standard Cajon 
Pad
Model TKSCP
•  Constructed from recycled EVA 

synthetic rubber

•  Designed to improve comfort 
while playing and also protects 
the top of your cajon

• Fits seamlessly onto any cajon with its non-slip grip material

• 10" x 10"
00230870  ........................................................................................ $12.99
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Black Tamborim/
Pandeiro Bag
Model TPDTB-BB
•  Made from heavy-duty nylon 

with reinforced stitching for 
maximum durability

•  Padded interior provides excel-
lent protection for your tambo-
rim or pandeiro

• Fits most standard 10” tamborims and pandeiros on the market

•  Ideal for any level of musician who wants to protect your fear while trans-
porting or in storage

00230869  ........................................................................................ $19.99

29 Series Cajon  
Backpack
Model TKBP-29
•  Heavy-duty nylon construction for max-

imum durability

•  Fits most standard-sized cajons, the 
backpack measures 11.8" x 11.8" x 
19.7"

•  Provides excellent protection for your 
cajon with high strength nylon stitching

•  Adjustable padded shoulder straps offer 
improved comfort with carrying

•  Ideal for any level of musician who wants to protect your gear while trans-
porting or in storage

00230868  ........................................................................................ $34.99

Standard Cajon 
Pad
Model TKSCP
•  Constructed from recycled EVA 

synthetic rubber

•  Designed to improve comfort 
while playing and also protects 
the top of your cajon

• Fits seamlessly onto any cajon with its non-slip grip material

• 10" x 10"
00230870  ........................................................................................ $12.99

Nitro Kit
Eight-Piece Electronic Drum Kit 
with Nitro Drum Module
Alesis
The Alesis Nitro is a complete 8-piece 
electronic drum kit that includes 
everything you need to play like a 
pro. It features three dynamic 8” tom 
pads – a 8” dual-zone snare drum for 
great feel and natural response, plus a 

kick drum pad with pedal. Three 10” cymbals, including a crash with choke, 
give you a virtually unlimited range of playing expression and the 4-post 
aluminium mounting rack keeps everything solid and secure. The setup also 
includes the powerful Nitro electronic drum module with hundreds of percus-
sion sounds, 40 different kits and 60 built-in play-along tracks.
00160148  ...................................................MSRP $399.00 • MAP $299.00

DM6 Nitro Kit
8-Piece Electronic Drum Kit with 
Nitro Drum Module
Alesis
The Alesis DM6 Nitro Kit is a com-
plete 8-piece electronic drum kit that 
includes everything you need to play 
like a pro. It features three dynamic 8” 

tom pads - a 8” dual-zone snare drum for great feel and natural response, 
plus a kick drum pad with pedal. Three 12” cymbals give you a virtually 
unlimited range of playing expression and the mounting rack keeps every-
thing solid and secure. The setup also includes the powerful Nitro electronic 
drum module with hundreds of percussion sounds, 40 different kits and 60 
built-in play-along tracks.
00239032  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $399.99

DM10 MKII Studio Kit
Nine-Piece Electronic Drum Kit 
with Mesh Heads
Alesis
The Alesis DM10 MKII Studio Kit is a 
premium nine-piece electronic drum 
set with our exclusive Alesis dual-
zone mesh drum heads that deliver 
an unprecedented degree of realistic 

drum “feel” and personal expression for modern electronic drummers. 
These ultra-quiet mesh drum heads come closer to duplicating the feel of an 
acoustic drum head and their natural rebound better than any previous Alesis 
electronic drum kit. The Alesis mesh drum heads have a precise adjustment 
knob so drummers can adjust the heads to provide the exact response that 
best suits their playing style.

Designed for the studio and live performance, the DM10 MKII Studio Kit is a 
premium Nine-piece electronic drum kit and comes complete with five drum 
pads (8/8/10” toms, 10” snare pad, and 8” bass drum), four cymbals (12” 
hi-hat, two 12” crash, and a 14” three-zone ride), and the heavy-duty quick 
lock chrome Rack. It’s equipped with the exclusive Alesis tightly woven black 
mesh drum heads that dampen acoustic noise and provide a singularly natu-
ral drumming experience. Players will immediately notice the improved feel, 
response, and reduction in acoustic noise, making the DM10 MKII Studio Kit 
ideal for quiet late-night practice sessions, as well as live performance and 
no-compromise studio recording.
00238289  ...............................................MSRP $1699.00 • MAP $1099.00

Strike Kit
Eight-Piece Professional Elec-
tronic Drum Kit with Mesh Heads
Alesis
The Alesis Strike kit shatters all your 
pre-conceived notions about electron-
ic drums. It combines the feel and 
familiarity of acoustic drums com-
bined with the versatility and capabili-

ty of the best electronic drums. These are the perfect drums to move beyond 
the limitations of a conventional acoustic set, without giving anything up.

Featuring large dual-hoop pads with mesh heads and sensitivity adjustment 
knobs, Strike’s premium wood shell drums come in standard acoustic drum 
sizes (14” snare, 8-10-12” toms and 14” kick), so you’ll instantly feel at home 
when you sit behind them.

Strike cymbals – 16” 3-zone ride, 14” crash w/choke and 12” hi hat – are also 
an exciting step forward. They feel spectacularly realistic: a perfect blend of 
feel, control and bounce. They offer a larger bell area for enhanced playability, 
along with a cool “hammered look.”
00238273  ...............................................MSRP $2499.00 • MAP $1699.00

Strike Pro Kit
11-Piece Professional Electronic 
Drum Kit with Mesh Heads
Alesis
The stunning new Alesis Strike Pro 
kit shatters all your pre-conceived 
notions about electronic drums. It 
combines the feel and familiarity of 

acoustic drums combined with the versatility and capability of the best elec-
tronic drums. These are the perfect drums to move beyond the limitations of 
a conventional acoustic set, without giving anything up.

Featuring large dual-hoop pads with mesh heads and sensitivity adjustment 
knobs, Strike Pro delivers an incredibly responsive drumming experience, 
with great feel and control. Strike’s premium wood shell drums come in 
standard acoustic drum sizes (14” snare, 8-10-12-14” toms and 14” kick), so 
you’ll instantly feel at home when you sit behind them.

The Strike Performance Module has a sound library with 110 brand new 
drum kits  made from over 1600 multi-sampled nstruments. The module has 
on-board sampling capability, SD card storage, and USB/MIDI connectivity, 
which you can use in conjunction with your favorite music production soft-
ware as well as the powerful new Strike Software Editor. Its 4.3-inch color 
LED screen displays all your settings and choices at a quick glance.
00238272  ...............................................MSRP $3499.00 • MAP $2299.00
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The esteemed Vater Percussion products are now available through Hal Leonard. Offer the best drum sticks, specialty sticks and drum 
accessories from this well-established industry leader. Ask about merchandising POS options to organize these products effectively. 

dRUM StickS
1A Wood
00242935 Model 
VH1AW ......$15.99

2B Wood
00242936 Model 
VH2BW......$15.99

Fatback 
3A Nylon

00242953 Model VH3AM .........................$16.49

Fatback 3A Wood
00242952 Model VH3AW .........................$15.99

5A Acorn
00242941 Model VH5AAW .......................$15.99

Gospel 5A Wood
00242939 Model VGS5AW .......................$15.99

Keg 5A
00242940 Model VHK5AW .......................$15.99

Los Angeles 5A Nylon
00242938 Model VH5AN ..........................$16.49

Los Angeles 5A Wood
00242937 Model VH5AW .........................$15.99

Power 5A Acorn
00242944 Model VHP5AAW .....................$15.99

Power 5A Wood
00242943 Model VHP5AW .......................$15.99

Sugar Maple 5A Wood
00242942 Model VSM5AW ......................$15.99

5B Nylon
00242946 Model VH5BN ..........................$16.49

5B Wood
00242945 Model VH5BW .........................$15.99

Power 5B Acorn
00242948 Model VHP5BAW .....................$15.99

Power 5B Wood
00242947 Model VHP5BW .......................$15.99

Manhattan 7A Nylon
00242950 Model VH7AN ..........................$16.49

Manhattan 7A Wood
00242949 Model VH7AW .........................$15.99

Traditional 7A Wood
00242951 Model VHT7AW .......................$15.99

8A
00242954 Model VH8AW .........................$15.99

Fusion Nylon
00242964 Model VHFN ............................$17.99

Fusion™ Wood
00242955 Model VHFW ...........................$15.99

Recording
00242956 Model VHRECW .......................$15.99

Rock Wood
00242959 Model VHRW ...........................$15.99

Sugar Maple Super Jazz
00242958 Model VSMSJW ......................$15.99

Super Jazz Drum Sticks
00242957 Model VHSJW .........................$15.99

Sweet Ride
00242960 Model VHSRW .........................$15.99

Mike Johnston 2451 Hickory
00242963 Model VHMJ2451 ...................$17.99

Mike Mangini’s  
Wicked Piston
00242961 Model VHMMWP .....................$18.99

Chad Smith’s Funk Blaster
00242962 Model VHCHADW ....................$17.99

BRUSHeS

Cajon 
Brush
00242965 Model 
VCS ...........$38.00

Monster 
Brush
00242969 Model 
VBM ..........$34.99

Poly Flex Brush
00242968 Model VPFLX ...........................$33.00

Retractable Wire Brush
00242966 Model VWTR ...........................$37.99

Wooden Handle Wire Brush
00242967 Model VWTW ..........................$37.99

SpeciaLtY 
StickS

Acoustick
00242971 Model 
VMAS ........$37.49

Bamboo 
Splash-
stick
00242973 Model 
VSPSB .......$32.99

Little Monster
00242970 Model VBLM ...........................$33.99

Monster Wood
00242974 Model VBMW ..........................$33.00

Splashstick
00242972 Model VSPS ............................$32.99

acceSSoRieS

BuzzKill 
Mute Pack
00242979 Model 
VBUZZ .......$14.95

BuzzKill 
Xtra Dry

00242982 Model VBUZZXD ......................$15.99

Drink Holder
00242980 Model VDH ..............................$28.49

Grip Tape (Black)
00242976 Model VGTB ............................$13.95

Multi-Pair Stick Holder
00242978 Model VSHM ...........................$27.99

Musician’s Earplugs
00242975 Model VSAS ............................$31.49

Single Pair Stick Holder
00242981  ..............................................$25.99

Slicknut
00242983 Model VSNB ............................$21.99

Stick Bag
00242984 Model VSB1 ............................$47.95

Stick & Finger Tape (Black)
00242977 Model VSTBK ............................$9.99

90014588


